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CHANGE

Creating

NEED!
FEED THE
g
for somethin

er
We all hung

A RE Y OU HUNGRY FOR SOU L FOOD?

I

love to eat! I confess it’s been
a lifetime habit. My comfort
foods include deep dish pizza
with extra cheese, thick filet
mignon steak, lasagna and mint
chip ice cream.
I suspect you have your favorite
foods, too. It’s only natural. We
eat to live. We live to eat
You know, the body has a unique
way to communicate needs. It naturally makes noise when it has a
want. We belch to release stomach
air. Our joints pop and creak to
express pressure. Our tummy even
rumbles when it’s hungry. The
technical term for these “growls”
are the borborygmus. Go ahead, and
laugh. It’s a funny word. But that’s
my point
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Just like your stomach growls
when it’s hungry, our souls “growl”
with deep inner needs that long to
be fed food. You might say we
need “soul food.” Deep down
every person craves unconditional
favor, rich community, creative
empowerment, individual apprecia-

tion and a rmation, touching entertainment and protected sanctuary.
I want “soul” food. You want it.
Yet, we rarely get or enjoy it
As an educator, the most di cult
thing in the world is to motivate
your students to stay on task,
commit to excellence, pursue creativity, or move from good to great
Many teachers and professors
resort to incentives to in uence
their students but discover it often
only creates a greater apathy. After
all, the only learners truly inspired
by incentives are those who win the
prize or feel they “must win” (usually at all costs) to survive. If you’re
like me and tired of playing motivational games, read on...and learn to
feed the need!
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GRACE!
Blessing
Every learner hungers for a “no
strings attached” learning experience, where mistakes are forgiven
and surprise is always possible!

RELATIONSHIPS!
Community
Every learner desires connection and
conversation with other human beings. We hunger to belong.

OWNERSHIP!
Control
Every learner wants opportunities
and empowerment to positively contribute and exercise choice.

WORTH!
Dignity
Every learner loves to be personally
valued for their unique and special
gifts, personality and style.

LAUGHTER!
Pleasure
Every learner just wants to have fun!
It’s a deep need to laugh and to express joy.

SAFETY/SECURITY!
Comfort
Every learner longs for basic physical comfort (food, water, temperature) and emotional stability.

Feed the real needs of a human being and
you’ll never have to massage the message

F

or years I have studied the
work of social scientists
and motivational experts
like Abraham Maslow, Daniel
Pink and William Glasser. I’m
particularly impressed with motivational theories for why we
do what we do. What inspires a
child to behave? What drives a student to learn? What stimulates an
employee to go om good to great?
The more I investigate these
internal drives the more I recognize much of what we do to
motivate students today is
counter-productive. In fact,
many motivational techniques

are unnatural and actually work
against a human’s true inner drives and overall will.
Enter the GROWLS.
The GROWLS are a simple mnemonic device to remember our deepest human
needs. If you’ve studied psychology you’l l see hints of
Maslow and Glasser, but with a
twist. My goal in this work is to
reveal the needs and inspire you,
as an educator, to begin to “feed
the need, not the greed” and motivate your students naturally and
honestly.

Deep within every human lies six

needs dying to be fed: Grace, Ownership, Worth, Laughter, Security.

T H E REC IPE FOR M O T IVA TIO N

G ROW L S G u m b
o
1 pound of uncond

itional mercy

“It's been said you can lead a horse to
water but you can't make him drink
and that's true but I’ te you there's
a simple way to make any horse
drink every time: you just run'em
until they're panting for water
That's what master motivators do.
They have this insane ability to take
any task and make you sweat to
want even more!
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Ricco Chrome
Master Chef

1 cup of positive co
mmunity
1 pint of personal
responsibility
2 cups of self-worth
2 tablespoons of

hilarity

1 package of safet

y & security
In a large pot of po
tential, blend
thoroughly mercy,
community, responsibility and se
lf-worth. Sprinkle
liberally with hilarity
and layer
throughout with sa
fety and security.

Bake at room tempe
rature until the
potential rises. Co
ol only if necessary
to prevent burnout.
Serves the common good.

A Personal Testimony...
From the Gimmicks to the GROWLS

G

I rst encountered a gimmick approach in school. A
few of my teachers would use
incentives to get the class motivated to learn. Most of my
teachers were too “old school”
for such strategies though.
Learning wasn’t about getting a
prize or candy bar
At summer church camp the
leaders used “honors” like “Best
Bunk” or “Skunk Bunk” to inspire bed-making each morning.
They’d also perform cabin inspection and award the winners
points for their team. At the
end of the week, the team with
the most points earned a free
ice cream and a cushy, easy
cleanup job while the lowest
scoring teams were left to clean
the showers and toilets

.
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Did it motivate me? Sometimes! Though it was a badge of

honor to win the “Skunk Bunk”
for a middle school boy
Later I learned some friends
were got paid for top grades.
However, my frugal parents refused to adopt this learning
strategy! Back then an “A”
would bring a modest ve bucks
(slightly more lucrative than a
Tooth Fairy payo ). However,
that’s not true anymore. I heard
of a teenager who earns $100
per “A” (and nothing for a B).
Here’s to in ation
I didn’t fully swallow the
bribery motivational line
until I became a professional youth worker. As a naturally creative type, I continually
looked for any edge and was
convinced even small changes
could evolved into large transformation eventually. Consequently, I used gimmicks to entice, cajole, lure and beg kids
towards whatever behavior I desired of them. Some of these
were treats to bait them. If I
wanted my teenagers to give
more money to a charitable organization, I’d attach a gimmick
(“I’ll shave my head”) or bribe
(“pizza party”) to their giving
activity. But others were threats
to beat them. If I wanted children to behave I threatened
them with “time outs” and
“names on the board” tactics.
Eventually, I became “King of
The Gimmicks” and wasted,

even exhausted, a lot of my creativity, time and resources to get
my students to perform, act or
behave to my personal expectations. Today, I see a lot of
teachers, instructors and professors do the same thing!
To make matters worse, I
eventually discovered the
gimmicks never lasted and
only disappointed. My personal quest to nd the “holy
grail” in motivation led to a renaissance that eventually
crashed my entire motivational
paradigm. This renaissance
germinated after yet another
“bribe” failed to produce lasting
change. My disappointment
and discouragement to e ectively motivate my sta and students, caused me to seriously
re ect upon why I did what I
did and how I was doing it. One
of my rst insights proved
pragmatic: in order to keep the motivational wheels spinning, I had to
continua y up the ante and employ
larger awards, prizes and incentives.
When a toy didn’t motivate like
it did, I would o er a bigger toy
or actual cash to elicit the same
behavior. I felt like I hosted the
“Wheel of Fortune.” Spin to
win! I was so tired of the games
And so were my students.
Most were de-motivated by the
bribes I used. Ouch

!


immicks were an early
and primary motivational
technique from my arsenal of educational tools. Like
most people, I blindly accepted
the notion the best way to motivate someone was to “carrot
and stick” it to them. Bait or
beat them. Treat, trick or
threaten them through gimmicks and guilt. In my family,
guilt and pain were tremendous
motivators. Negative “bribery”
kept me on the preferred path
but such techniques never lasted
long nor had much e ectiveness

A Personal Testimony...
(continued)

When I became a college professor I truly saw the fruit of the
motivation machine. As an academic guide entrusted with
teaching and learning, I viewed
my grades as “evaluation” tools
to assess the progress of a student (failing, below average, average, above average, excellent).
However, my students saw their
grades more like money and, in
reality, they were right.
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Good grades bought them
special standing (Dean’s Lists),
prizes and even more money
(scholarships). Suddenly if I
didn’t give a student a “good”
grade (usually an “A”), regardless
of how they performed, then I
was the “bad” guy. It was sud-

denly me against my students
and I didn’t like it

with strings attached. Do this,
get that.

It was such experiences that
drove me to study natural motivational theory. I read works by
Wi l l i a m G l a s s e r ( c o n t r o l
theory), Rudolf Dreikurs and
Abraham Maslow (hierarchy of
needs). An awareness soon
emerged that haunted me. Reward-based motivation worked
but it worked for all the wrong
reasons.

Suddenly I realized the missing ingredient in both Maslow’s
and Glasser’s theories: the human need for unconditional acceptance, beautiful blessing and
positive surprise. We all long for
“grace” in the classroom

One day I read Ephesians 2:8-9
and had a spiritual awakening:

For it is by grace you have been
saved, through faith—and this
not om yourselves, it is the gi
of God— not by works,
so that no one can boast.
Now you might not be a
Christian, religious or even interested in spiritual things, and
that’s perfectly ne, but I believe this biblical verse revealed
the true deep need for which
every person--regardless of religion--hungers to feed and, at the
same time, nails the core reason
why incentives fail
Grace is a free, unconditional
gift. Incentives have rules.
Grace is not earned and it eliminates boasting. Grace is attractive, messy, nonsensical and surprising. This was a far cry from
how I tended to motivate my
students. I motivated learners

 


I also tired of the constant
whining and “it’s not fair” comments that erupted whenever I
employed a gimmick or bribe.
Because I worked with kids,
they’d let me hear it good:
“You’re not being fair” or “What do
I get?” Of course, when I removed the incentives (in hopes
it would produce desired behavior without the gimmicks), the
wheels fell o the bribery bus. I
heard massive complaints, bellyaching and even sadness. It was
like I created a motivational
monster and, in reality, I had.
My Frankenstein was a whole
system built upon “doing something” so you’ll “get something”
in return.

The motivational muddiness
was clearing. I saw the light!
One day, as I ruminated on
these inner needs, I took my
kids, Becca and Ryan, to a
special “Body” exhibit at
our local science center. The
exhibits were experiential and
interactive themes on our biological world. At one exhibit I
learned about the “borborygmus”
or the “stomach growls.” The
exhibit explained how when we
are hungry our gut lets us know
with rumbles and quakes and
rolls. Then it hit me: if our
body “growls” natura y when
it wants to be fed, then certainly our inner heart, spirit
or soul “growls” (natura y)
as we . What if Maslow’s and
Glasser’s needs are simply inner
“growling” that every human
hungers to feed? Suddenly
everything made sense. I had
hit pay dirt
And the GROWLS were born.

A Personal Testimony...
(continued)
Abraham Maslow proposed a hierarchy of felt human needs, each built upon
another, from basic physiological needs (breathing, food, water, sex, sleep) to safety needs
(security of body, employment,
resources, morality, health,
property) to love/belonging
needs (friendship, family, sexual
intimacy) to esteem needs
(con dence, achievement, respect) to nally the highest
n e e d to “ s e l f - a c t u a l i z e ”
through our creativity, morality
and tolerance. Maslow’s humanistic approach radically impacted
the world of psychology and
stood in stark contrast to the
emerging behavioral models of
his time
Similarly, William Glasser
proposed a list of ve basic
needs: survival, belonging,
power, freedom and fun. I
was particularly captivated by
Glasser’s insertion of “fun” as a
basic human need. After all,
pleasure and enjoyment clearly
drive many people to do something that others would not. For
example, I’m a frustrated golfer
and really hate to play the game.
I think it costs way too much
money and takes up far too
much time. But a lot of my
friends enjoy it. It’s a fun sport
and they need to play it in order
to truly relax

Then I discovered Al e
Ko h n’s w a t e rs h e d w o r k
“Punished By Rewards.”
This book single-handedly dismantled my previous “gimmick”
incentive-based, reward-focused
motivational machine. Kohn revealed, through numerous studies in education, social science
and even business, that incentives and “rewards” not only fail
to create change but, ultimately,
punish. They feed the greed to
possess and consume in people.
They’re temporary strategies to
make us (teacher) look good or
feel like we’ve accomplished
something. Kohn attacked
every sacred cow in the incentive feedlot and I was thoroughly persuaded there had to be a
better way to motivate naturally
and honestly
Ultimately, I concluded the
opportunity to “feed the
need” within a human being
was a far better choice. After
all, if the inner needs truly were
starving to be fed (I theorized)
then they could be naturally satis ed through my attention to
their craving. I still remember,
shortly after that science center
trip, hastily scrawling on a napkin a memorable acronym that’s
now forever known as the
“GROWLS”: Grace. Relationship. Ownership. Worth.
Laughter. Security.
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And learning can be a hoot

For more than a decade, I’ve
trained thousands of leaders,
parents and teachers in
GROWL-ology through countless
formats from seminars to every
day conversation. In doing so,
I’ve learned these GROWLS are
universal in nature and travel
across cultural, moral and religious paradigms. You can “feed
the need” of a child in the home
(as a parent) as well as an employee in the workplace (as a
boss). I’ve used the GROWLS
for years in my own family and
through a variety of situations
when I needed to motivate, inspire, encoura ge or enact
change. Trust me, they rea y do
work. And if you focus upon
feeding inner needs, you’ll soon
discover you won’t need to use
incentives, rewards or bribes
anymore. People will respond
naturally and do what you want
based upon mutual a ection,
respect, commitment and buy-in
to the task or mission
It’s a win-win for both you
and your well-motivated class
If you’re like me, you’ll also nd
it exciting to tap into the
GROWLS and watch learners
light up with enthusiasm. It’s
thrilling to witness apathetic,
competent students become
self-motivated and excellent. It
all starts by inspiring them naturally. If that prospect strikes a
nerve, read on

Trick and Treat: The Emergence of Behaviorism
and it’s In uence on American Education

B

ehaviorism is essentially a learning perspective that proposes
physical acts indicate and frame a
behavior. In other words, who we are
results om what we do. Now, on
the surface, what could be wrong with
that? If a person commits honest acts
will it not make him honest and true?
It seems logical
Early behaviorists rooted their
learning theory within Darwinian
evolution. At the turn of the 20th
century, Darwinism had soaked academia with the proposition that man
was simply an “evolved animal.” This
was a strong departure from the JudeoChristian tradition that man was a
“special creation” and made “in the
image of God” (Genesis 1:26). As these
two world views collided, those who
sided with Darwin posited new frames
for learning, motivation and human
psychology. Enter Skinner and Pavlov
Behaviorism emerged as one of
these fresh understandings, championed in particular by individuals like
Ivan Pavlov (classical conditioning),
John Watson and B.F. Skinner (operant
conditioning). After all, if man was
nothing more than an evolved rat or

The dictionary de nition of “reward” is “something that is given in return for
good or evil done or received; and especially that is o ered or given for some service.” A “bribe,” on the other hand, is something “that serves to induce or in uence.” A “lure” (from the Latin word “to invite”) is de ned as “to tempt with a
promise of pleasure or gain; implies a drawing into...through attracting and deceiving.” A reward isn’t always bad, except when it’s really a bribe or lure.
dog then, behaviorists argued, a “trick
or treat” approach to motivation and
learning was appropriate. If we can
teach old dogs new tricks through reward and punishment then imagine
what that means for human motivation? Consequently, during most of
the 20th century, applications of be-

haviorism appeared in the classroom,
board room & living room. Change the
behavior & you changed the person,
they argued. Unfortunately, the magic
proved a temporary solution and the
science of behavior modi cation still
remains troubled and unproductive.

The Skinny on Skinner...
B.F. Skinner (1904-1990) is considered by many to be “the most in uential psychologist of the 20th century” (Review of General Psychology, June 2002, pp. 139-152).
Skinner, the professor of psychology at Harvard University who penned 21 books and
nearly 200 articles in his life time, created the science of “radical behaviorism.” Skinner was an avowed atheist and highly critical of religion. Here are a couple of his more
illustrious quotes:

fl

fl

“I am sometimes asked, ‘Do you think of yourself as you think of the organisms
you study/” The answer is yes. So far as I know, my behavior at any given
moment has been nothing more than the product of my genetic endowment,
my personal history, and the current setting...If I am right about human behavior, I have written the autobiography of a nonperson.”
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(B.F. Skinner)

“Give me a child and I'll shape him into anything.”

ff

“What a fascinating
thing! Total control of
a living organism.”

A N O VERVI E W OF BE H AV I O R (1878-1958)
A founding father of behaviorism, Watson produced many of his ideas
for motivation and learning from his work with
animals.
As he once confessed on page one of his
book Behaviorism: “Man is di erent from
other animals only in the types of behavior he displays.” It was this book that
in uenced B.F. Skinner to choose psychology as his life and career.

OPERANT CONDITIONING
Also known as “instrumental conditioning,” this behavioral modi cation theory
emerged through the work of Edward L.
Thorndike (1874-1949) and later B.F.
Skinner himself. Operant conditioning
views the environment as active (and
open to manipulation by outside forces)
while the person or animal is passive.
Through positive reinforcement and/or
punishment, new behaviors are created.

IVAN PAVLOV
(1849-1936)

CLASSICAL CONDITIONING
Introduced by Pavlov in 1927, classical
conditioning featured his famous dog
experiment. Pavlov discovered dogs
salivated when they associated his bellringing to an o ering of meat. Eventually, dogs salivated simply when the bell
rang. Several behavioral therapies
emerged as a result, including aversion
therapy, ooding (forcing a fear) or systematic desensitization.

“As behaviorists cheerfully admit,
theories about rewards and various practical programs of behavior modi cation are mostly based
on work with rats and pigeons.
The underlying assumption, according to one critic, seems to be
that ‘the semi-starved rat in the
box, with virtually nothing to do
but press on the lever for food,
captures the essence of virtually
all human behavior.
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Al e Kohn
Punished By Rewards, p. 14

WHY

S
D
R
A
REW FAIL!

JOHN WATSON

Pavlov was a Russian physician and
psychologist and
1904 Nobel winner
in medicine.
Widely known for his theory on “classical conditioning,” Pavlov is famous for
getting dogs to salivate simply by ringing a bell. Pavlov actually started his
educational career at the Ryazan Ecclesiastical Seminary but soon quit to
pursue studies in the natural sciences.

Incentive-based strategies are temporary solutions that fail in the long-run
to create real behavioral change in
students. They fail for three reasons:

Invites Short-Cuts
“Book It” (Pizza Hut)
Despite glowing claims of success,
“Book It” graduates readily confess they
took “short cuts” for their pizza treats,
including reading short books, skimming
or not reading at all (and saying they
did). In reality, all it does it sell pizzas.

Consequence: Failure to Risk
When incentives force short-cuts to the
reward, they eliminate drive to risk and
sacri ce. Play it safe and mediocrity
rules the day. Get the reward, get out.

Invites Cheating
“Pay For Grades”
When parents pay their kids money for
earned grades they invite cheating on
tests, assignments and attendance to
beat the system and win the money.

Consequence: Severed Relationships Incentives routinely induce cheating to win the reward. The result is broken relationships between teacher and
students, child and parent, learner and
learner.

Invites Apathy
“Learning or Bible Bucks”
Some churches and schools use fake
“bucks” and cheap rewards to motivate
kids, but ultimately they do back re.

Consequence: Loss of Passion
When an incentive is viewed as silly, unworthy or childish, the apathy that grows
actually sti es interest, innovation, insight and ideas. The problem with “fake”
money” is they lose their appeal with
older children and spark boredom.

The Seven Deadly Flaws to Using Carrot and
Sticks in Motivation (according to Daniel Pink)

I

n his 2010 best-selling business
book, Daniel Pink attacked the
sacred cow of external motivation
with veracity and substantial research,
citing seven reasons why incentives fail

• Incentives extinguish intrinsic motivation.
• Incentives diminish performance.
• Incentives crush creativity.
• Incentives crowd out good
behavior.
• Incentives encourage
cheating, shortcuts and
unethical behavior.
Ipsum fermentum placerat tempor. Curabitur auctor, erat mollis sed fusce, turpis
vivamus a dictumst congue magnis. Aliquam amet ullamcorper dignissim molestie.

• Incentives can become addictive.

In 1999, behavioral scientist Edward Deci reviewed thirty years of research on the
use of rewards and punishments to motivate people and concluded

• Incentives foster shortterm thinking.

“Careful consideration of reward e ects reported in 128 experiments lead to the conclusion that tangible rewards tend to have a substantia y negative e ect on intrinsic
motivation...When institutions--families, schools, businesses, and athletic teams, for
example--focus on the short-term and opt for contro ing people’s behavior,” they do
considerable long-term damage

“In other words, rewards can perform a
weird sort of behavioral alchemy: They can
transform an interesting task into a drudge.
They can turn play into work.” (p. 37)

(as quoted by Pink, in Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us, p. 39)

AUTONOMY, MASTERY and PURPOSE:
If you want to motivate another person, forget the incentives (says Pink), and shower
the learning environment with the following three essential elements:
AUTONOMY: “A sense of autonomy has a powerful e ect on individual performance and attitude. According to a cluster of recent behavioral science studies, autonomous motivation promotes greater conceptual understanding, better grades, enhanced persistence at school and in
sporting activities, higher productivity, less burnout and greater levels of psychological well-being.”
(p. 90-91)

MASTERY: “One source of frustration...is the frequent mismatch between what people must do
and what people can do. When what they must do exceeds their capabilities, the result is anxiety.
When what they must do falls short of their capabilities, the result is boredom.” (p. 188-119)

PURPOSE: “The most deeply motivated people--not to mention those who are most productive
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and satis ed--hitch their desires to a cause larger than themselves.“ (p. 133)
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Watch a fascinating animation
of Daniel Pink’s insights at
YouTube: RSA Animate:
Drive: The Surprising Truth
About What Motivates Us.

Feed the greed
Or feed the need!

A bribe is seen as a charm by the one
who gives it; they think success wi
come at every turn.
(Proverbs 17:8)
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Extortion turns a wise person into a
fool, and a bribe corrupts the heart.
(Ecclesiastes 7:7)

GRACE!
Unconditional. Unbelievable. Undeniable.
nside every human being is
the deep spiritual need for
forgiveness and freedom.
Some philosophers have tagged
this as the “God-shaped hole.”
Others identify it as “soul” or
“spirit.” In the realm of world
religions, most ruled by karma
or fate, Christianity espouses
the virtue of grace or “unmerited favor” in the pathway towards God. A U2 lyric says it
well: “grace travels outside of
karma.” Grace has no conditions, no rules, no stipulations.
Grace cannot be earned. It’s a
free gift of mercy, pardon, forgiveness and freedom. Grace is

I

utterly amazing and unbelievable. It doesn’t make sense. It
doesn’t return “eye for eye.” It’s
not comprehendible; you can’t
wrap your mind around it so
don’t even try. It’s a mystery
Grace is a beautiful thing.
It makes ugly junk into ornate
treasures. Need a picture?
Think about a reality show like
Home Extreme Makeover and
the “grace” that destroys a former unlivable abode and builds
an unbelievable mansion furnished with fresh opportunity.
This free gift is beyond repayment.

Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound,
That saved a wretch like me.
I once was lost but now am found,
Was blind, but now I see.
Through many dangers, toils and snares
I have already come;
'Tis Grace that brought me safe thus far
and Grace will lead me home.
--John Newton (1725-1807)

GRA CE IS A L EAR NIN G TH ING !
R o b er t R . M cC am
mon

“The parent knows that
the child cannot be arti cially motivated to learn;
they know that he is already motivated by the
strongest driving force on
earth: his inner intent.
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Joseph Chilton Pearce

"We all start out kn
owin g m a g ic . We
a re
born with whirlwin
ds,
forest
res, and
comets inside us.
We
are born able to
sing
to birds and read
the But then
we get the
clouds and see
our magic ed
ucated right
destiny in grains
of out of our
souls."
sand.

I soon discovered this once
vibrant congregation was now
but a shell of its former self, the
membership numbers were dangerously low. The sanctuary was
dark and services were held in
the basement. The small fellowship room just o the kitchen
held a couple dozen chairs
arranged around an old piano.
At a nearby table were the
sacraments of juice and bread,
plus a single o ering plate.
As the time for services arrived, a couple families appeared. The atmosphere was
gregarious and warm, despite
only a dozen attenders
We took our seats as an elderly
woman started to plunk out a
hymn on the slightly out of tune
piano. The singing was robust
for a small crowd although the
lack of professionalism was obvious. In my critical eye I could
see why this church was dying.
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My youthful “student self ”
evaluated the situation using
principles I had learned in my

classes. The songs were old and
poorly played. The announcements were long and monotone.
The metal chairs, wood paneling
and basement created a poor
environment. If I was grading
the church service: DAnd then it happened
The worship leader introduced
a twenty-something girl as the
“special music.” The young
woman, smiling ear to ear, stood
and went to the lectern. Without any accompaniment, she
belted out a rendition of “Amazing Grace” that still rattles in my
mind. To say it was atrocious
would be overly kind. I really
don’t believe she hit a single
note, plus her voice was loud
and reverberated through the
rafters. She sang or croaked or
whatever it was called through
every verse (and possibly invented a couple new ones). My mind
was swimming. “How could I possibly fo ow such a terrible ‘special’
music? What should I say to be
kind?” I looked at my wife and
she gave a helpless glance. Eventually the young woman completed her nal assault on our
ears and to my surprise, the entire congregation stood on their
feet in wild applause, even
cheers. A standing ovation
I was stunned
I gave an appreciative clap for
the young woman. She just

beamed from ear to ear. She felt
like she was among friends. And
then I realized why. She made a
motion with her hands and
ashed an “I love you” sign to
everyone in the room. “I love
you all!” she growled in a strange
voice. “I love you all!
Suddenly I got the message
The girl was totally deaf !
And she’d been deaf since birth.
The young woman had never
heard a sound in her life. She
had never heard the beautiful
melody of the song she “sang.”
Furthermore, she had worked
for months to memorize the
hymn. For ever yone in the
room, her musical feat was and
incredible, amazing miracle
I was shocked and deeply
ashamed. Suddenly this old
hymn spoke a fresh message:
“Amazing Grace! How sweet the
sound that saved a wretch like me.
I once was lost but now was found,
was blind but now I see!” I was the
deaf one that morning when this
young woman sang in concert
with the angels. I But isn’t that
why most of us never experience
(or even give) grace? We’re
deaf to mercy and fail to
hear the sweet sounds of unconditional love and acceptance.
Grace is a deep human need
and we all want it. Even deaf
girls from Iowa.

 


Grace appears in odd places.
Maybe that’s why it’s “amazing.”
When I was in college, I took a
weekend opportunity to preach
at a small country church in
western Iowa. My wife and I arrived at the church on a blistery
winter day and quickly noted
the large country church was as
chilly inside as outside.
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GRACE...(continued)

Grace happens and it’s rich in
surprise. Grace changes students because it charges hearts
with hope, joy and love. We all
hunger for unconditional acceptance. We all crave blessing
That deaf Iowa girl revealed
that grace makes ugly things
beautiful, wretched tunes sing,
and people react in wild applause. In many ways, of all the
inner needs, it is probably the
most signi cant
One of my favorite Robert
Fulghum stories is about
Norman the Barking Pig:
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"A kindergarten teacher had been
asked to have her class dramatize a
fairy tale for a local teacher's conference. Fo owing discussion and much
consideration the children settled on
Cindere a, the classic rags to riches
epic. Centered around the moral that

cream wi rise to the top, that you
may someday get what you deserve

Care to guess who received a standing ovation during the curtain ca

The teacher was pleased with the
students' choice as it was easy to
stage and a owed for the adding of
parts so that everyone could be in the
play. A er that is, except Norman

Of course, none other than Norman,
the barking pig...the real story of
Cindere a. (from Uh Oh: Some Ob-

Norman had kept himself separated
om the selection process, not surprising, rea y, when you considered
that he was a little di erent and often teased by his classmates. So when
the teacher asked what Norman was
going to be he replied, "... the pig."
When the teacher reminded him that
there was no pig in Cindere a he
said, "We , there is now." The
teacher (one of those whom every
good parent wants for his child),
thought why not? And so it was that
Norman became the pig

Can you imagine a classroom environment where
every Norman experienced
and enjoyed the “grace” to be
a “barking pig?” This teacher
is a hero, a genius and crazy. After all, when a learner lives forgiveness, unexpected blessing
and permissive restraint, an entire class is free. Please don’t
misunderstand me. Grace
doesn’t exist without r ules.
Rather, it thrives beyond the
rules. We need law and order
for structure and sanity. Rules
provide a picture of perfection,
but Grace hands us a crayon and
says, “Go ahead, color outside the
lines!” To paraphrase a Southwest Airline tag: “Ding! You’re
now ee to move about your life.”

Norman's part was a walk-on in
which he fo owed Cindere a
everywhere she went. In fu pig regalia, pink long underwear, a pipe
cleaner tail, and a paper cup snout,
his expressions re ected her triumphs
and sorrows much like "some silently
supportive Greek chorus." When the
prince na y placed the glass slipper
on Cindere a's foot, Norman . . . the
pig ...went wild with joy, dancing on
his hind legs and breaking his vow of
silence...by barking. Explaining
that pigs don't bark the teacher was
not surprised when Norman explained that this pig barked

servations from Both Sides of the Refrigerator Door [1993])

That’s the beauty and banality
of grace. It’s a messy mystery.
Grace forgives the grouchy,
grievous and even goofy student.
It also loves the failing, oundering and frustrated learner.
Grace reaches beyond the
parts society picks and nds a
“barking pig” to steal the show.

The presentation was a hit

 


To this day, I am tattooed
by GRACE. Not only is it a
deep spiritual need within every
human, but it’s the Divine
Touch that motivates a learner’s
heart to beat or the lungs to
breathe. Grace is unbelievable,
irresistible and unimaginable.
Grace isn’t fair, just or reasonable, but rather it’s messy and
murky. Unlike karma, grace offers no tit for tat, no conditions,
no boundaries. It’s about relationship not rules. It’s “being”
not “doing.
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GRACE...(continued)

Grace is free, but it’s not cheap. At it’s heart,
grace requires sel ess sacri ce and forgiveness.
It’s been said to “err is human, but to forgive is Divine” and that’s true. But let
me be very clear: Grace is not necessarily forgetting! I don’t forget
my students’ ignorance and insolence nor should you forget the
blunders of your learners. Our
mistakes, mishaps and mu s will
have consequences. And yet,
sometimes the best thing you
can do is wipe the slate clean
and move forward
I believe forgiveness is
when we reach that point
where we can “bless” what
we formerly “cursed.” We
still remember the crime but no
longer condemn the criminal.
It’s a di cult ideal to reach as
human beings, but it can be
done

Grace happens when we let go of our agendas, control and rights. Grace releases a
soul to simply “be.” After all, we are human “beings” not human “doings.”

Consequently, as you teach
your students, live Grace. Forgive (bless) and forget. Trust revenge to a Higher Court. Exact

natural consequences and live
free! Ironically, you will also nd
grace as you learn to give it

may not understand your motives or the value you place upon
Grace. Be “grace-full” anyway

Trust me, living within Grace
is di cult and many people, including peers and supervisors,

Make your classroom sing (and
bark!), even poorly or pitifully,
with “Amazing Grace!”

DO IT: IDEAS FOR TEACHING WITH “GRACE”

SHARE HOW YOU’LL LIVE
AND TEACH WITH “GRACE”
(write answer in space below)

• When a student misbehaves, ask yourself if its possible to forgive the o ense without forgetting it. It’s easier than you might think. Simply focus on the natural consequences (future) not the misbehavior (past). If a learner creates a mess in the classroom, have them clean it up. Make the punishment t the crime.
• Throw a surprise party for your class for “no reason whatsoever!” Make it big, fun
and completely unmerited.
• Strive to bless, not curse. Forgive and move on. It’s tough to live forgiveness. By the
way, you may need to start with you.

fi

• Admit your mistakes. Be transparent and confess your crimes. It’ll build respect and
a ection in your students. When they realize you’re “human” too, it makes it easier
to pass on the “grace” to others in their own learning environments.
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On this day, I will commit to teach my
students with “grace.” I will respect life,
forgive o ense, bless those who curse me
and shower good gifts upon my learners.

WHEN THE CORE NEED OF GRACE IS EXPRESSED: FREEDOM!
…according to his eternal purpose that he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord. In him and through
faith in him we may approach God with eedom and con dence. (Ephesians 3:11-12)

(Kevyn Aucoin)

Education is the key to unlock
the golden door of freedom.

fr

(George Washington Carver)

Just living is not enough... one must have
sunshine, freedom, and a little flower.
(Hans Christian Andersen)

Conformity is the jailer of freedom and
the enemy of growth. (John F. Kennedy)
Freedom consists not in doing what we like, but
in having the right to do what we ought.
(Pope John Paul II)

fi

Today I choose life. Every morning when I
wake up I can choose joy, happiness, negativity,
pain... To feel the freedom that comes
from being able to continue to make mistakes and choices - today I choose to feel
life, not to deny my humanity but embrace it.

"You have not
lived today until
you have done
something for
someone who can
never repay
you.”
~John Bunyon

THE AMISH WAY...A LESSON IN GRACE

The Amish are a peculiar people. Culturally, they live two centuries ago, content to dwell in a world of horse-drawn buggies,
without electricity, computers, television, or many other modern
technologies. Of course, anyone who lives near the Amish, as I did
several years ago, can testify to their admirable devotion and simple
lifestyle. Many refuse to be photographed, in belief that such pictures are a graven image, forbidden in the Ten Commandments.
They only paint something--including their houses--once. A second
coat suggests vanity and pride.
As a religious culture, the Amish are rabidly devoted to ancient
"The sufficiency
rules, traditions and orders and yet, within this constraining culture
of my merit is
lies a rich heritage of grace (the ability to make a mistake) and forto know that
giveness, even blessing. Need an image? How about the tragic
my merit is not
shooting of ten Old Order Amish school girls by Charles Roberts at
sufficient.”
the West Nickels Mine school on October 2, 2006? Roberts then
~Augustine
killed himself. Five Amish girls died in the shooting spree.
The response of the Amish community was nothing short of
miraculous. The Amish comforted Roberts’ widow and parents.
"I have three preThey attended the shooter’s funeral and even started a charitable
cious things which fund for his family. Because the Amish don’t have health insurance,
I hold fast and
the non-Amish community covered the huge medical bills of the
prize. The first is
survivors.
gentleness; the
Though criticized by some non-Amish for their quick forgiveness
second frugality;
of the killer, the Amish proved the power, messiness, irrationality,
the third is humility, which keeps unconditionality, raw beauty and amazing blessing of grace.
me from putting myself before
others. Be gentle and you can be
bold; be frugal and you can be
liberal; avoid putting yourself
before others and you can become a leader among men."
~Lao-Tzu

"Remember that
there is no happiness in having or in
getting, but only in
giving. Reach out.
Share. Smile. Hug.
Happiness is a perfume you
cannot pour on others without
getting a few drops on yourself.
~Og Mandino

GRACE!

RELATIONSHIP!
Connection. Collaboration. Community.
e all want to t in, snap
on and hang together.
Intimacy with another
human being is an ancient and
deep need. After all, if you don’t
belong, it’s so long

W

The commitment to connect
and commune is what separates
mankind from the animals. Our
ability to make a friend, keep a
con dence and forgive o ense is
essential and distinct
From the day we’re born
h u m a n s l o n g to b e l o n g .
Countless studies prove when
infants experience little to no
physical touch, they grow up

emotionally stunted. Psychologist Erik Erikson proposed the
initial psychosocial crisis in human life, battling it out between
birth to around eighteen
months, is “trust versus mistrust.” We long to belong
Man was meant to connect
Trust is the glue that holds relationships together. If we fail
in infancy to have “stickiness”
with those around us, our te on
temperaments will make future
relationships super cial and
slick. Relationships prove our
existence. We need others
We all hunger to be known

Sometimes you want to go where
everybody knows your name, and
they're always glad you came.
You wanna be where you can
see, our troubles are all the same.
You wanna be where everybody
knows your name.
--The Theme from Cheers

WE AL L L ONG TO B ELONG!
H a im G in o t t

You can kiss your family and
friends good-bye and put
miles between you, but at the
same time you carry them
with you in your heart, your
mind, your stomach, because
you do not just live in a world
but a world lives in you
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Frederick Buechner

“I’ve come to a fri
ghtening conclusion that I am
the decisive
element in the cla
ssroom. It’s my
personal approach
that creates
the climate. It’s m
y daily mood
that makes the
weather. As a
teacher, I possess
a tremendous
power to make a
child’s life miserable or joyous. I
can be a tool of
torture or an instru
ment of inspibe escalated or de
ration. I can humilia
-escalated and
te or heal. In
a child humanized
all situations, it is
or dehumanmy response
ized.”
that decides whet
her a crisis will

Perhaps that’s why many contend the rst years of life de ne
all future relationships in your
life! Will you trust or mistrust
Or more simply:
friendly or unfriendly

are you
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A person’s social acumen
and connection skill is a
barometer for success in
life. The ability to build a
healthy friendship that produces
mutual good, results and satisfaction is essential to a career,
an education, faith and family.
Nearly every mental disorder,
perhaps every mental disorder, is
nurtured through disconnection,
disengagement and disenfranchisement. In our loneliness we
break, fall and come a part. We
separate and sever ourselves
from others. Therefore, the
rst act of therapy is about rebuilding trust and re-imagining
relationships

Like Humpty-Dumpty we
need to be relationally restored
and for some people this is a
fragile lifelong task
According to Wikipedia, a
friendship is “a form of interpersonal relationship generally considered to be closer than association, although there is a range
of degrees of intimacy in both
friendships and associations.”
At the heart of every relationship is love. And yet, love is a
rather murky idea with a wide
range of manifestations. You can
“love pizza” but does that suggest a relationship? Of course
not. You can also love a pet, a
child, your spouse, co-workers,
church, students and God, all of
which are rooted in some form
of relationship
Tina Turner’s classic ‘80s song
“What’s Love Got To Do With
It?” labeled love as a “secondhand emotion” and to the jilted
lover this feeling is certainly appropriate. Love hurts. Love
risks. Love stains. Love burns
In his classic work, The Four
Loves, C.S. Lewis outlines the
four expressions of love as understood by the ancient Greeks.
These four types are helpful in
how we develop and foster relationships with students

The rst Greek word for
“love” is storge, στοργή) or
a ection. Storge (pronounced
“store-gay”) is a love found in
familiarity and most often the
family unit. It’s a ection and
fondness for a person, place or
thing. Of all the loves, it’s the
most natural in that its not a
coerced or forced a ection
When I say I love pizza, baseball, Christmas and classic rock,
I am revealing “storge” or a ection for these types of activities,
e vents or interests. Since
“storge” is also connected to
family, some nd this confusing
but it’s not. We don’t choose
our families. Therefore, any
“storge” a ectionate love we
show is out of fondness for our
nutty uncle, our goofy cousin or
our geeky father. We may also
love them deeper (the other
loves) but at the core, any relationship or love we possess for
our family (immediate or extended) is clearly a ectionate.
When we choose no longer to
express a ection to our family,
we insulate and isolate
As educators, storge” love
emerges when our students nd
a ection in our teaching. They
may not like the subject, but
still appreciate our ability to
teach it to them. Without a ection, a student isn’t “family.”
Relationships begin here, as
does basic motivation.

 


E

ssentially, Erik Erikson argued, we emerge from the
womb with an innate need
to authenticate our existence
through bonding with our caregivers. If we nd delity in this
primitive relationship, we learn
to trust. If we fear, doubt or
lack connection, whether
parental or not, we seed and
reap mistrust. This crisis, no
matter how it’s resolved tattoos
our temperaments and frames
our future interactions with
others
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RELATIONSHIP...(continued)

Utilitarian friendships are
all business. I like you because
you give me something I need.
It has no serious regard--from
either party--towards the other
but simply uses a loosely de ned
“friendship” to transact, barter,
exchange or manufacture a deal.
Some teachers operate in the
classroom completely from an
utilitarian perspective. Teaching
is all business. It’s a transaction
of information bartered by a
grade. Unfortunately, many students also tend to view learning
as a simple exchange of commodities: do all the assignments, earn a course credit. And
yet, if utilitarian reasons are the
only reason a person studies for
you, personal drive and loyalty
will be low and more about
“sur vival” than “belonging”
needs. Master teachers and motivators recognize this type of
relationship may start the “belonging” process but it can’t stay
there for long. Everyone wants
more than a utilitarian friendship (grade, course credit).
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Ultimately, this is why incentives fail. They do work (utility)
but they only operate from a

“what’s in it for me?” business
transaction perspective
Aristotle’s second reason
for friendship was pleasure.
I like you because we share a
common interest that’s pleasurable. It might have some regard
for the other person but when
the activity, event or situation is
no longer in play, the relationship is largely over
You can witness “pleasure”
friendships in most classrooms
as students chat about common
hobbies, favorite sports or mutual memories. The friendship
may go further or outside the
school but it doesn’t have to
(and most do not). In fact,
among children its possible for
friendships to clique one year
and splinter the next. Pleasure
friendships work only as long as
there’s a mutual activity
The reasons educational incentives fail to bring “pleasure”
is, by nature, they divide students into winners and losers
and makes the classroom an ind i v i d u a l co m p e t i t i o n : m e
against we. Some teachers like
to motivate using “team” competition with the winning team
earning some grand prize but
that can also back re. Several
years ago I led a membership
drive for a local Toastmaster
Club and, despite my resistance,
the o cers wanted to give away
a $50 gift Wal-Mart gift card to

the winning team. By this time
our “club” was really a “community” and to so it was no surprise
the winning team used their $50
to throw the entire club a party!
Our relationships were pleasuredriven, not utilitarian, and we
enjoyed each other’s company.
It’s no wonder that Toastmaster
speakers “club” grew from a
dozen to over forty members in
a year’s time!
We were di erent. It wasn’t
about winning. It was about
networking and making friends
The nal reason for philia
or friendship “love,” according to Aristotle, is out of
goodness. I like you because,
well, I like you. Such friendships
are good because they hold regard for another person and will
even sacri ce time, talent or
treasure to help them. Best
friends often emerge within our
school yard years and some last
a lifetime. Aristotle summarized
all three levels of philia or
friendship love: "Now it is possible for bad people as we [as good]
to be iends to each other for pleasure or utility, for decent people to be
iends to base people, and for someone with neither character to be a
iend to someone with any character. Clearly, however, only good people can be iends to each other because of the other person himself; for
bad people nd no enjoyment in one
another if they get no bene t."

 


The second type of Greek
love is philia ( φ ι λ í α ) or
friendship. The philosopher
Aristotle divided friendships
into three areas, depending on
the motives: friendships of utility, pleasure or good
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RELATIONSHIP...(continued)

Utilitarian and plea sure
friendships retain a sense of
“me” but a real learning community emerges only when “me”
becomes “we” through goodness
The third type of Greek
love is eros (ἔρως) or romantic love. We derive the word
“erotic” from this word and it
encompasses a wide range of
passionate behaviors from “love
at rst sight” to a “kind of madness” or mania from the gods.
Plato argued eros love was idealist in nature and did not depend
upon physical attraction (hence,
what’s known as a “platonic relationship”). Modern psychology,
particularly Freudian, viewed
eros as the “life energy” or libido. Many people are in love
with the idea of “being in love.
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Erotic is not necessarily sexual, although modern culture
thoroughly mixes the two. Romantic love is rooted in fantasy
more than sexuality. It’s the
imagination of potential relationship, even before storge (affection) and philia (friendship)
has developed between two
people

In our classrooms, we need to
realize that “romantic” love is
most likely to be found in the
early “honeymoon” period of a
relationship between teacher
and student. When a person
initially enters a course or program, there is an idealism (in
both parties) that exists. We are
“in love” with the possibility
that this academic relationship
will produce something positive.
Only time will tell if our hunches and eros imagination will
hold true
Teachers need to recognize
and respect that “romantic” idealism may be what feeds the excitement and passion of a new
student. To them, every part of
the academic program is commendable. They can’t wait to
get to school. Consequently,
when reality (grades, poor testing, failure) splashes cold water
on their heated idealism the disappointment can produce discouragement, confusion and
even anger
The key for educators is to
funnel any and all passion (eros)
into early success and create
immediate opportunities for
philia (friendship) to develop. If
a student does not “feel the
love” within a few weeks and
nds their respected role in the
classroom to be compromised or
complicated then they will start

to irt and pursue other lovers.
It’s why love is ultimately blind
The nal Greek love is
agape (αγάπη) or sel ess,
unconditional love. In a ectionate (storge) love it’s I love you
“if ” something happens. In friendship (philia) love it’s I love you
“when” relationship happens. In
romantic (eros) love it’s I love you
“because” a feeling happens. But in
unconditional, sel ess (agape)
love it’s I love you “in spite of ”
what happens
In Christian theology this is
the “love” God showed to man
through his son Jesus Christ.
C.S. Lewis believed agape love
was the highest of all virtues and
unique to the Christian perspective and position. Nevertheless,
like the need for grace, an unconditional, sel ess relationship
is both deep and wide
For teachers and professors,
agape or sel ess love is equally a
high virtue in our learning environments. Imagine a school
where every student looked to
the academic interests of others
and sacri ced their own agenda,
beliefs and power for the good
of the whole team. Imagine a
learning context where students
built bridges rather than burning them. Chose community
rather than divisiveness. Such a
classroom would be heavenly.
Exactly. Agape love is Divine

 


Essentially, Aristotle shows
how friendships are key to any
successful classroom environment. Friends won’t let friends
fail, quit or drop out. Friends
step up, down or out to ensure
the whole class succeeds
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RELATIONSHIP...(continued)

Humans were built for relationships. We all
deeply desire to love and be loved by someone.
Mobile and web technology
has rede ned relationships
in 21C culture. Megatrends
author John Naisbitt astutely
forecasted a “high tech” culture
would engineer “high touch” reactions. Facebook, YouTube,
LinkedIn and other social media
are popular because they satisfy
a deep human need to connect
and belong to someone. In the
future schools who create community and foster endless connections will have the decided
cultural edge. Dave Thomas,
the founder of Wendy’s hamburgers, famously said his burgers were squares because he
didn’t like to “cut corners.” But
squares are old school and box
people out. Think circles. Think
inclusive. Think with a loop

Every human hungers for relationship and those leaders who can expose this need
without exploitation, create lifelong loyalty, a ection and respect.

sports to e-Harmony to Twitter,
relationships are built, bonded
and branded. Of course, a relational need isn’t new; in fact it’s
been around since Adam realized he was one lonely guy

In a “mouse” web world, if we
don’t “clique” somewhere we
click elsewhere. Cyber culture
wants to mall each other and
have come-union. From fantasy

Let me give you a nal motivational secret. If your student
isn’t “feeling the love” then stop
the presses and invest in a better
relationship. Trust me, it works.
Every time. We all long to belong

DO IT: IDEAS TO BUILD “RELATIONSHIPS”

SHARE HOW YOU’LL BUILD
“RELATIONSHIPS” WITH
YOUR STUDENTS
(write answer in space below)

• When a student acts up or out, ask yourself: “How can I reconnect?” For example,
a student is caught cheating on an exam. Instead of just a reprimand, seek to understand why the learner resorted to cheating in the rst place. You might discover
he is afraid of failure. Or you may learn he cheated as revenge on his parents. Both
are relational matters.
• Schedule one-on-one time with your students. Get to know them individually.
• Use holidays as an excuse to “party” and create class connection and community.
• Get to know every student by name, plus hobbies and interests.
• Write a personal note on every student’s birthday. Send notes of a rmation for signi cant life events (winning an academic contest, scoring the winning basket or performing in their rst musical recital). Show you care and your students will respond.
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On this day, I will commit to connection
and community. I will encourage, edify
and envelope my students with positive,
powerful words, attitudes and actions.

WHEN THE CORE NEED OF RELATIONSHIP IS EXPRESSED THERE IS LOVE!
“A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this everyone wi know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.” (John

The greatest healing therapy
is friendship and love.
(Hubert H. Humphrey)
Being deeply loved by someone gives
you strength, while loving someone
deeply gives you courage.

Love is friendship that has caught
fire. It is quiet understanding, mutual confidence, sharing and forgiving. It is loyalty through good
and bad times. It settles for less
than perfection and makes allowances for human weaknesses.
(Ann Landers)

(Lao Tzu)
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There is only one happiness in this life,
to love and be loved.

Love is when the other person's
happiness is more important than
your own

"The process of learning can
and must become
not only one of
growing but also
of sharing.”
~ Joe Nathan

"Education
should not be
about building
more schools and
maintaining a
system that dates
back to the Industrial Revolution. We can achieve
so much more, at unmatched
scale with software and interac~ Naveen Jain

"Get your students
talking to each other, not just to you or
to the air.”
~Wayne C. Booth

TEACHING, SURVIVOR AND WINNING A MILLION
I’m a rabid fan of reality television, particularly shows that demand social interaction, leadership development and personal skill.
Whether it’s The Amazing Race or Undercover Boss or Survivor,
many life truths can be learned from these reality episodes.
For example, in the game of Survivor, the ttest don’t always
survive. The game isn’t always won by the best athlete or most
beautiful person. Survivor is a social game that demands keen interpersonal skills to secure loyalty. After all, to win Survivor you
must successfully vote out a jury of peers who will then decide if
you deserve the million bucks. Unlike Trump’s Apprentice, the people you re are the ones who now “hire” you in the end. What a trip!
At the heart of Survivor is the ability to create and maintain
strong alliances, built upon mutual trust. Few alliances go the distance before someone does a “blind side” and breaks up the team.
Nevertheless, an alliance that sticks is formidable and can carry the
top ve or six far into the game. Developing an alliance is the hard
work of Survivor because not everyone is honest or plays the game
for friendship. And yet, friendship is usually what wins the game.
The disgruntled, voted o jury tends to cast their vote out of trust
and likability. You want to win a million? Be a likable, trusted friend.
Survivor teaches educators the value of real relationships erected with common vision, interests and ideals. Nobody wants to be
blind-sided as a teacher, but it happens. So if you want to survive
and succeed, build strong learning alliances that stick.

"Learning is acquired by reading
books; but the
much more necessary learning, the
knowledge of the
world, is only to be acquired by
reading man, and studying all
the various editions of them..”
~ Lord Chesterfield

RELATIONSHIP!
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"The only reason I
always try to
meet and know
the parents better
is because it helps
me forgive their
children."
~Louis Johannot

OWNERSHIP
Control.

Choice. Contribution.

D

eep in our souls is the insatiable craving for control.
So much so that when
these hunger pangs control us we
turn into “control freaks.” This
primitive human need is what
separates us from the animal
kingdom. Animals operate on
instinct. My dogs wolf down
their vittles, including steak and
other ne table scraps, without
thinking. It’s all about lling the
belly until fully gorged
The human ability to control, choose and contribute
is unique. It’s what makes us
special and exceptional. We are

not robots without wills. We are
not mechanical monsters without options. Rather, we can
choose our path and direct our
destiny. Man can control his
vices, habits and urges. We can
be in charge
Our need for ownership means
educators must release their
learners to create, imagine and
originate. Everyone wants to
contribute a legacy to life. We
all desire to make a di erence,
leave our mark, chart a new
course, carve a fresh perspective
and pioneer a creative idea or
insight...especially in class.

I'm a man with a one track mind, so
much to do in one life time.
So I'm living it all, yes I'm living it all,
and I'm giving it all,...Here's to the
future, hear the cry of youth,
I want it all, I want it all, I want it all,
and I want it now!
--Queen “I Want It All”

CHO O S E Y O UR D ES TI N Y !

S C O T T A DA M S

“The beauty of empowering others is
that your own power
is not diminished in
the process.”
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Barbara Coloroso

“I'm slowly becom
ing
a convert to the p
rinciple that you c
an't
motivate people to
do
things, you can
only
demotivate them.
The
power but to rem
p ri m a ry jo b o f
ove
th e
o
b
st
[teacher] is not to
acles.”
em-

OWNERSHIP...(continued)

The inability to recognize
when to “let go” and when to
“hang on” to the educational
reigns may be the greatest mistake novice teachers make
After all, e ective educators
know you gain more power by
giving it away. We reap more
control and choice by releasing
it to our students.
Mining a person’s potential
is a lot like herding cats. It’s
the primary reason why so many
teachers struggle to master the
skill of empowerment. It’s far
easier to boss, demand, enforce,
charge, control, limit, reduce,
lengthen and power it all yourself. Might makes right, right?
Actually no
The secret to herding a bunch
of cats is to start with a presupposition that all you can do is
guide and guard these frisky and
free felines. You can’t collar and
leash them. You can’t control
them by voice alone. Cats are
the most independent cusses
And so are people
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One of the by-products of
the Industrial Revolution is

centralized power that manipulates, manages and
manufactures people like
some assembly line process.
Mechanized leadership worked
well in a world of slaves, serfs
and stockers. Top-down, principal-based, administrations. Flow
c h a r t s . Cu r r i c u l u m p l a n s .
School policy. One college president jokingly (I’m sure) referred
to himself as a “benevolent dictator.” Unfortunately, few of his
employees caught the joke and,
in truth, he operated as one in
most of his duties
Historically, centralized
power was usually rooted in
a CEO, President or King.
And regardless of the place-school, business, church or
country--the primary goal of
centralized leadership was
to control the mission and
values. The farther down the
sta ng chart you ventured the
dumber, cheaper and more disposable a person became. Most
wars were fought by the ignorant. Education and experience
opened doors to climb the ladder and to become more valuable within an institution or organization. Depending on the
“luck” of birth, your life was limited by politics, economics, ethnic culture and geography.
Therefore, in the modern
era, very few escaped the
fate of being just another

“cog in the wheel” or a “part
to play” in the system. This
was especially true in the arena
of education. If you were royal
and rich, you were well-educated
and given opportunities to rule
nations or lead armies. If you
were born poor, you soldiered
and learned a skill to work all
your life to provide a “better”
life for your kids.
However, technological
advances in the 20th century
re-invented the rules. Automobile and airplane travel made
the world smaller. Radio and
television created global citizens. Mobile technology empowered everyone who could
a ord the technology to be “in
the know.” And, of course, the
emergence of the Web attened
everything
As Thomas Friedman argued
in his best seller The World Is
Flat, we now live in a culture
where everything and anything
can happen by anyone. YouTube
made everyone a cinematographer. eBay made everyone an
auctioneer. Wikipedia made
everyone a fact checker. In today’s cyber culture the power is
in the hands of the people.
Everyone can be a teacher and a
student
The world is truly at. Every
learner is now a cat. And you best
learn how to herd’em!

 


W

hen a teacher taps into
a student’s potential,
it’s like unleashing a
torrential wellspring within the
soul just begging for release.
Your learners hunger for power
and productivity

OWNERSHIP...(continued)

T

The irony of a Web World-where we all have control,
choice and contribution--is,
in reality, we cannot control
anything that happens in cyber culture. Furthermore, we
may be a “choice culture” but
does anyone really need 900 plus
television channels? And if
everyone and anyone can contribute something it means everything can be dangerously diluted,
tainted or cheapened. Wikileaks spilled documents that
signi cantly in uenced the 2016
presidential election. This is the
dark side of a “power” culture.
Ultimately, it creates a huge
sense of “powerlessness.
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Which is why we must empower learners all the more. It’s

our responsibility as educators
to expand our student’s horizons, exhume their latent talents and exhaust their ideas and
insights.
I like to call it teaching om the
edge or decentralized education
In their compelling book, The
Star sh and the Spider, Ori Brafman and Rod Beckstrom reveal
the power of “leaderless” organizations. The biological nature
of a star sh and a spider produce a profound illustration and
insight Both organisms look
quite similar with a central body
and multiple legs emerging from
the middle, but that’s where the
similarities stop. After all, if you
cut o a spider’s leg or legs, you
cripple the arachnid. If you kill
the body, you destroy the whole
spider.
You see, the power of a
spider is in the middle. It’s
centralized and easy to eliminate
with the right blow
In contrast, you can slice o a
star sh leg and it will grow the
appendage back. Some star sh
species are able to reproduce
itself even if you cut it in half or
into multiple pieces
In stark contrast to the
spider, the power of the
star sh is in its legs. It’s decentralized and di cult to kill
or destroy

A learning community is a livi n g o r g a n i s m , to o , a n d i t s
strength for longevity, even success, lies not in the middle or
top but in the edges or bottom.
Consequently, master teachers
are guides from the side, not
sages from the stage. They
don’t lead with an iron st as
much as a velvet glove. They
don’t bait and beat as much as
empower and encourage. They
develop teams and communities
that value every student, regardless of their academic standing
Historically, Brafman and
Beckstrom note how the
Apache Indian was a rare example of a leaderless organization.
In the Apache culture there was
no “chief ” but rather spiritual
“nantans” who gave the tribe
insight and inspiration. Any
male Indian could be a nantan.
All you had to do was create a
following. A single tribe might
have several nantans (one of the
most famous was Geronimo).
When the U.S. Government
wanted to corral the Indian nations, it was pretty easy as other
tribes were led by a single chief
(Chief Joseph of the Nez Pierce
or Sitting Bull of the Sioux). If
the government brought in the
chief, the rest followed. Whole
Indian nations, like sheep, went
with their chiefs onto reservat i o n , e x ce p t f o r o n e : t h e
Apache

 


he cultural shift into a
p os t - m o d e r n wo r l d
has revealed and unleashed control, choice and
contribution. But please don’t
misunderstand. It’s not that
man lost or misplaced this need
for personal power in recent history, but only that it was expressed through socially-acceptable conventions such as worker’s unions, equal rights and organized rallies. What I’m saying
is a web world taps into our
need to be autonomous, in uential and powerful. Unfortunately, that also means we live in a
narcissistic world. Its all about
me

Unfortunately, in a post-Industrial age, we’re discovering you
can’t treat every student the
same. Every learner is di erent

Personally, I think Brafman
and Beckstrom err in referring
to “star sh” organizations as
“leaderless” in nature. In truth,
they are leader-full! Similarly,
leaders abound and inhabit
every rung in a learning context

• When attacked, a decentralized organization tends to become even more open and decentralized

In our current world, there are
many “star sh” organizations,
including Al Qaeda, the Tea Party and the Occupy Movement.
Academia is woefully trapped
within centralized power, both
administratively and in the
classroom. But what if your
classroom could “de-centralize?”
What if learning was more
communal? What if older students mentored younger students?

• An open system doesn’t have
central intelligence; the intelligence is spread throughout
the organism

.
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Ori Brafman and Rod Beckstrom cite several characteristics
of “star sh” organizations

• It’s easy to mistake star sh for
spiders

• Open systems can easily mutate
Essentially, any teacher can
boss, gimmick and guilt a student to learn (spider) but great
teachers produce learners who
love learning and contribute
their insights to better the
whole (star sh). Average teachers control but great teachers
cooperate. Average instructors
indoctrinate but great instructors inspire. Average educators
encourage but great educators
empower
Master teachers massage and
feed the need for control, choice
and contribution. The DNA of
both a teacher and learning is to
“educate from the edge.

So how does one teach from
the edge and empower students
to operate like star sh? Brafman and Beckstrom outline the
ve “legs” of a star sh organization. I will reveal how these
speci cally apply to learning
CIRCLES
Centralized educational systems box up and corner their
students through manipulation,
guilt or browbeating. The “box”
is syllabus, the class room or the
curriculum plan. Boxes are iron
mechanisms that keep learning
secrets safely locked away, students in line and the school’s
reputation protected
Prior to the Internet, boxes
were easily created and enforced. Teachers that didn’t
teach were red (unless they had
tenure). Policies that weren’t
kept produced punishments.
Even the academic brand could
be guarded through media manipulation and promotion.
Teachers taught within the box,
inside both time and space. You
went to school. It was a building. In the past 150 years,
“school” moved from being a
verb (action) to a noun (place).
We used to school kids, now
they go to school. Big di erence
A web world has washed away
this box society, drowning the
middle and attening culture

 


The Apache Indian, like the
star sh, couldn’t be captured by
in uencing a single chief because they had no chief. They
had many chiefs! When one,
like Geronimo, was captured,
three more would take his place

At one time the one-room
schoolhouse was the norm. The
Industrial Revolution not only
mechanized how we produced
cars, fridges and soda but also
how we educated a person. A
cohort of children travel a conveyor belt that attaches, grade
by grade, a new learning insight.
The objective is to produce a
high school graduate who can
function as both concerned citizen and productive employee
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OWNERSHIP...(continued)

OWNERSHIP...(continued)

Think about accreditation. In
a web world, with new online
schools popping up every day,
how do we accredit learning? In
reality, accreditation is only as
strong as the faith that students
and their families place in the
institution. Did you know Harvard isn’t accredited as a learning institution? In a box world
accreditation could control
which schools were “in” and
with ones were “out” but in a
circle cyber world centralized
accreditation is struggling to
keep its academic power
You want a classroom full of
happily motivated students?
Think circles, not boxes. Learn
to be a guide from the side, not
the sage from the stage. Don’t
fear the Internet (I know many
professors who refuse to allow
any technology into their classroom) but embrace it. Encourage students to post learning
insights to Facebook or tweet
thoughts from class.
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And let’s barbecue a sacred
cow. Cheating is a no-no in the
classroom (looking o another
test, creatively bring the answers
to class or using technology to

pass an exam) but after graduation this will be known, in the
workplace, as “creative collaboration.” I think we do a huge
disservice to students to make
them take tests on their own.
The leaders of tomorrow will
need to nd answers within
communities (circles)
Circles empower and electrify
the common student to learn
and change

THE CATALYST
A second leg of a star sh
learning organization is the spiritual leader or the catalyst who
creates the circle. In the classroom this individual is the
teacher. We are the spiritual
leaders and the catalyst for
learning
By the way, don’t confuse a
catalyst with a central position
of power. Centralized teaching
cocoons itself within classroom
walls, curriculum plans or administration buildings while catalysts remain very open-source
and connected to the learning
community.
Catalyst educators recognize
their lessons teach only as deep
as the weakest student. Consequently, they continually innovate, imagine and interact with
students to spark insights and
ideas. They realize to keep

morale and motivation high, the
teacher must sit down among
his or her students. We must
build bridges and unleash choices

IDEOLOGY
The third leg of a star sh
learning organization is an ideology that re ects an opensource frame. When Steve Jobs
returned to Apple in 1996 one of
his rst decrees (as a catalyst
leader) was to open the company up through “be-friending”
arch nemesis Microsoft (which
owned 94% of the computer
market at that time). Later,
Apple deconstructed iTunes so
everyone, regardless of player,
could purchase and enjoy music.
Similarly, today an Apple iPod,
iPad or iPhone is highly compatible with various media formats
Ideology re ects your core
values and central philosophy.
What do you truly believe about
learning? How does it happen?
When does it happen? Are
there speci c strategies that
create learning better than others? You will teach out of your
ideology
Consequently, if you were
asked to give a 30-second overview of your educational ideology could you do it? If you’re an
administrator, could your sta
and teachers?

 


In it’s place is a uid world of
circles, of innumerable types
and sizes. Circles have no corners and you can’t box them in.
In a circle culture, you’re either
in or out, on board or not

OWNERSHIP...(continued)

As a result, Group Publishing
has consistently operated from
an active learning ideology that’s
REAL: relational, experiential,
applicable to life and learnerbased. This “real” philosophy
and ideology soaks every extension of the Group culture.
Ev e r y l e s s o n t h e y w r i te i s
REAL. Every event they create
is REAL. Every book they publish is REAL. Every employee
at Group lives, breathes and eats
REAL. These educational values are found in their magazines, their Vacation Bible
School and even their sta
meetings
The ability to creatively, concisely and clearly communicate
your core ideology (what you
believe about learning) is essential to any learning organization
and, even more particularly, an
individual teacher
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One additional consideration:
a star sh ideology works from
the edges. It considers the student rst. It empowers learners
to engage, participate and grow
in educational frames.. It creates policies that are opensource and friendly for students.

In a web world, learners are attracted to star sh ideologies
that don’t box, bar or bury them
beneath heavy-handed rules and
over-bearing assignments. They
want to choose their own seat,
even change it at the last
minute. They abhor last minute
syllabi changes or alterations to
state policies. They want to get
to class on time and have a laugh
while they learn

P R E - E X I S T I N G N E TWORKS
The fourth leg of star sh organizations is their uncanny, innate ability to plumb pre-existing networks for their own
cause or vision
The two best examples of this
are the political Tea Party and
Occupy movements that have
dominated the American landscape since 2007. In both cases,
these star sh organizations rely
upon pre-existing networks of
sympathetic people, businesses
and media to energize and empower their cause
These pre-existing networks
funnel funds, workers and attention to the political cause
Because there’s no single
spokesman or leader for the
movements, the various voices
all fall within a circle that preexisting networks happily feed

The problem with centralized
education is any networking is
limited to the contacts of the
teacher, instructor or professor
or learning organization.
The brick and mortar school
has struggled in a cyber culture.
Electronic or digital learning
naturally shifts the educational
economy forcing decentralization. Schools have traditionally
favored central control, whether
in what is taught (curriculum),
who teaches (instructors) and
even who is enrolled (students)
However, when learning and
schooling is de-centralized, the
knowledge networks are limitless because a web world attens
knowledge. The goal of education is less indoctrination and
more critical thinking. An educated person can analyze, synthesize and evaluate, not just
regurgitate information

THE CHAMPION
The nal leg of a star sh organization is the “champion” (of
which there can be many).
Champions are speci c educators over particular areas, topics,
or ages. Champions live out the
wider vision through empowering those in their area to lead.
Champions evaluate, recruit,
mentor and a rm their teaching
teams. They are the “ rst follower” of the Catalyst.

 


Group Publishing is a master
communicator of its core values
and central learning philosophy.
Fairly early in its history, Thom
Schultz landed on active or sensory learning as a key component for teaching that sticks

Every person is uniquely wired for free will. We
are Frank and Francesca not Frankenstein.
Champions “champion” the
educational vision. In centralized organizations the administrator or teacher does 80% of
the work (leading to burnout
and apathy) but in de-centralized systems the champion does
20% of the work. They “catch
and release” teachers and students to the task. The old
proverb explains it well: “Many
hands (or minds) make light
work.”
Circles. Catalysts. Ideology.
Pre-Existing Networks. Champions. This is the secret to empowering learning
It’s also why reward-based
motivation fails in the long
run. Coercion kills individuality and oppresses ownership.
The better choice is to unleash
the cats, unlock the choices, clip
o the controls and release your
inner control freak from always
“getting it his or her way.” Lead
SHARE HOW YOU’LL NOW
RELEASE “OWNERSHIP”
(write answer in space below)

When we create environments where teachers and students can choose, control and
contribute, we unleash amazing power for good and engineer change.

from the edge and guide from
the side. Be a catalyst & champ
We all hunger for ownership. Face it, we’re all little
control freaks (champs) at heart.
We all desire to choose. We all

want to leave a legacy. From the
day we’re born we hunger to be
large and in charge. So don’t
deny the obvious! Empower
your students and charge learning. More power to ya, baby! And
more power to them

DO IT: IDEAS TO UNLEASH “OWNERSHIP”
• Whenever possible, provide choice. Students with options are happier and healthier.
Use surveys (quick and short) to monitor and evaluate learner needs.
• Encourage responsibility by designating a “champion” for every topic, class or age.
Every class has a student leader. Find that individual and empower them to help you
teach through positive peer pressure.

.
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On this day, I will commit to empower my
students, to release their natural gifts and
allow them to choose and contribute. I
relinquish power in order to gain it.

• Empower students to let out their inner “control freak” by focusing on their skills,
interests and passions. If a learner likes to draw, create opportunities for him or her
to be artistic. If a learner likes cooking, encourage him or her to bake something for
the class. Unleash the beast within and watch what happens!
• Let your students create the motivation. Encourage them interact positively, brainstorm changes and even develop classroom policy and procedures.

WHEN THE CORE NEED
OF OWNERSHIP IS EXPRESSED THERE IS
COMPETENCE!
“I myself am convinced, my brothers and sisters, that you yourselves are full of goodness, lled with knowledge and competent to instruct one another. (Romans 15:14

The end of education is to see men made
whole, both in competence and in conscience.
(John Dickey)

Teaching is the only major occupation of
man for which we have not yet developed tools that make an average person
capable of competence and performance.
In teaching we rely on the 'naturals', the
ones who somehow know how to teach.
(Peter Drucker)
Basically, to lead without a title is to derive
your power within the organisation not
from your position but from your competence, e ectiveness, relationships, excellence, innovation and ethics

No human being will work hard at
anything unless they believe that
they are working for competence
(William Glasser)
I'm not a great deductive thinker,
but I will admit to having competence in a very wide range of things not being afraid to try to write about
baseball, choral music and dinosaurs
in the same week and see connections among them.
(Stephen Jay Gould)
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(Robin S. Sharma)

“A child must feel the
flush of victory and
the heart-sinking of
disappointment before he takes with a
will to the tasks distasteful to
him and resolves to dance his
way through a dull routine of
textbooks..”
~Helen Keller

“Teaching is helping the child reach
his potential."
~Erich Fromm

"Always recognize
that human individuals are ends,
and do not use
them as means to
your end.”

If you want to see ownership in action, go to YouTube and type in
the following phrase to the search engine:
“dancing man
leadership.” Then click on the video: “First Follower: Leadership
Lessons from the Dancing Guy.” Or visit this link: http://sivers.org/
This video reveals a “star sh” movement, from beginning to end.
It commences with a dancing man (the catalyst). He dances wildly
alone for a long time (much longer than the video suggests). Finally
he’s joined by a “ rst follower” who mimics and models his crazy
dance moves. Shortly, thereafter, a third person (champion) creates
a crowd and, as a result, a movement. Within minutes, dozens of
“by-sitters” are now racing toward the growing frenzy of human
esh. By the end of the song, the original solitary dancer is dissolved inside this massive cheering crowd. Even the rst follower
can no longer be seen. The ideology is clear: “dance like a fool,
fool!” And whole networks of onlookers quickly join the dance.
This is a visual for how star sh learning organizations--leader-full
by nature--emerge, gain momentum and create change.
Ultimately, educators must empower their learners by unleashing
the beast (creativity, pleasure, insight, energy) within. Without a “ rst
follower” and a champion or two, no momentum exists but once
these students are dancing with your educational vision others will
soon follow. Star sh learning can’t be stopped by eliminating the
leader because if the catalyst has done his job right, he’s now dissolved into the greater DNA of the classroom.
After all, an in uential class clown inspires everyone!

~Immanuel Kant

“The teacher can lead a student
to the door; the acquisition of
learning is the responsibility of
the student."
~Chinese proverb

"I see the mind of
the 5-year-old as
a volcano with
two vents:
destructiveness
and creativeness."

OWNERSHIP!
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~Sylvia Aahton-Warner
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START A DANCE, DANCE REVOLUTION!

WORTH
V a l u e .

V a l i d a t i o n .

W

hat is the value of a
human soul? Natural
science argues that biologically we are worth less than a
Starbucks cup of coffee in
chemical content
And yet e ven a casual
glance at humanity suggests
a person is something much
di erent, something far better,
something in nitely more “valuable” than our chemical compositions might claim. Natural science also proposes man is simply a higher evolution of other
animals, but the gap between
man and beast is great. We are
in nitely better than even the

V o i c e .

closest animal likeness. We may
have similar bone structures,
components and even DNA (to
a point) in relation to certain
beasts but to be “human” means
innately something much more.
We matter because we have
meaning, dreams and purpose
A human being has value because it recognizes it’s value. We
can create, forgive, imagine,
love, prioritize, hypothesize, envision and judge. “Animal instincts” might make us beastly
but, deep down, we know we are
unique, di erent and creative.
We are human “beings.”

Fumbling his con dence and
wond’ring why the world has passed
him by. Hoping that he’s meant for
more than arguments and failed attempts to y.
We were meant to live for so much
more. Have we lost ourselves?
Somewhere we live inside
--Switchfoot “Meant to Live”

Y OU M AT TE R TO GOD & MA N
JESUS CHRIS

M AT T H E W 10 :2
9- 31

.
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"Strange is our situation here
upon earth. Each of us comes
for a short visit, not knowing
why, yet sometimes seeming to
divine a purpose. From the
standpoint of daily life, however, there is one thing we do
know: that man is here for the
sake of other men.
Albert Einstein

"What's the price
of a pet
canary? Some
loose
ch an ge , rig ht ? An
d G od
cares what happ
ens to it
even more than yo
u do. He
pays even greater
attention
to you, down to th
e last detail—even numbe
ring the be intimidated by all this
hairs on your head
! So don't bully talk. You're worth more
than a million cana
ries.”

WORTH...(continued)

After all, when I proclaim that
I am a special creation by a God,
it immediately charges, even
centers, my innate value and
“personhood.” I am unique.
One-of-a-kind. Divinely special.
There has never been another
person just like “me”—in history,
at the present or in the future
Furthermore, my own personhood and value means that you,
and every other person on the
planet, also has innate worth.
Consequently, mankind has a
deeper purpose, uniqueness and
responsibility. Membership has
its privileges in the human race
and family. We all matter

.
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The ability to envision value in student is what separates good teachers from
great ones. When we recognize and respect human dignity
in a learner, we no longer belittle, berate or badger. We energize a student’s deep desire to
discover themselves and answer

the nagging question: “Who am I
rea y?”

the Divine within. We lift rather
than lower people

A human being is far superior
to even the best and brightest in
the animal kingdom. Some animals might have better senses to
see or hear, or speed or size, but
even the largest and fastest can
still be trapped and tamed by
man

In addition, when we devise
motivational strategies that
make “winners and losers,” regardless of best intentions or
“fun,” we only create an environment of fault and failure.
Our inner need to nd our
worth can be short-circuited by
those who wish only to control
and manipulate. Deep inside,
everyone wants to be a winner

It’s absolutely amazing to consider how no snow ake is the
same or how the stripes on every
zebra are unique, but it’s utterly
mind-boggling to imagine how
even identical twins have
uniqueness and difference,
whether in ngerprint, cognitive
ability or personality
Consequently, the greatest
danger with incentive-based
motivation is how it devalues dignity and pilfers personhood. Pavlov’s dogs and
Skinner’s rats could easily be
manipulated by treats and tricks,
but humans are not dogs in a rat
race. Humans can outlast, outwit and outplay such beastly tactics. It may sound philosophically simple but, once again, if
humans are created in the image
of God (not dog) then people
deserve more than table scraps,
leashes and collars. When we
treat students like canines, don’t
be surprised if they bark and
bite, because they will. But when
we view each learner in our class
as unique and gifted, we unleash

Consequently, when we bribe
or bless our students only when
they “win” or perform well, we
de-humanize every learner in the
process. We create mechanical
robots who learn only to study
when the prize is worth it. We
treat learners like dogs, training
them to salivate on command or
perform our “tricks” like some
circus side-show. In essence, we
homogenize students and devalue their unique worth for our
own gain. Ouch
And that’s the problem. We
value the bribe and not the
humanness of the person.
We value our ability to “trick
and train” rather than recognize
individual humanity. We honor
control over our students but
miss the outrageous human potential that lies within our midst
We put price tags on treasures.
What’s a human being worth?

 


I

believe every human was
created in the “image of
God.” I will readily confess
that not every reader will agree
with that conclusion, but must
state it emphatically as my underlying philosophical foundation. You need to know where I
I come and I cannot explain the
value of a human being without
revealing my personal convictions and commitments

WORTH...(continued)

The reality is we all have
expectations all the time. In
The 7 Laws of the Learner, Dr.
Bruce Wilkinson reveals how
expectations in uence and impact students. Wilkinson pens
“Expectations can be subconscious or
conscious, positive or negative, edifying or destructive. We must grab
hold of our expectations...remold
them by considering where our students are and what they need, and
then exhort and rebuke them” as
necessary
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Expectations guide and
g u a rd h u m a n b e h a v i o r.
What you expect of your students you will receive. If you
raise the bar high, your learners
will rise to the occasion but if
you lower expectations, don’t be

surprised when your class travels
the low road with mediocrity
and apathy
Recently, I spoke with a
teacher desperately seeking solutions to discipline issues. “My
classroom is complete chaos,” he
groaned. I asked the instructor
about what commitments he
asked of his students and he confessed apologetically to a minimal standard. “Students are
goofy,” he added, “and so I have
learned not to expect too much.”
He further outlined how he secretly doesn’t expect students to
go the extra mile or pursue
learning outside of class. “I just
don’t understand why they
choose mediocrity,” he muttered,
“it’s not like I’m asking for the
moon.
“And that’s why you’re not getting moon from them,” I replied.
No student will shoot for the
stars if the learning expectations
ground them to mediocrity.
Why did people board the Titanic? Why did people not panic
when it rst hit that fateful iceberg? Why were many of the
rafts half full? It’s because people believed the Titanic was unsinkable. Even the captain and
ship sta were surprised. The
Titanic was fast, luxurious and
unsinkable. Do you think anyone would pay a high price and
take a trip on a boat they knew
was an unsafe, slow, mediocre

sailing experience destined to
sink? Of course not. And yet,
the reason many learning organizations fail to achieve success is
they have a reputation for mediocrity, apathy, low expectations
and failure
Why would anyone, except the
most desperate or despondent,
pursue such a place to learn?
The key to turning around our
urban schools is more than money, it’s attitude!
You see, we get what we
expect of our students.
What we believe about them
will be what they become. If we
treat them like animals and lower the bar to “pet care” maintenance, then we’ll grow learners
who work like dogs only for
their interests. And that’s why
doggie treats keep’em happy
But if you want your classrooms to explode with energy
and study with success then
raise your expectations. If you
want your students to be highlymotivated, competent and creative learners then raise the bar.
If you want your students to
honor commitments to integrity
and truthfulness, to resist plagiarism, cheating and other sinister
strategies to squire success then
raise standards. If you want
your class to not grow apathetic
and eventually quit on the learning process, then raise the overall experience

 


The secret to transformational education lies within
expectations. What do you
expect from your students?
What do you believe about your
learners? Yes, students make
mistakes, but that doesn’t mean
a person is a mistake. Yes, a
learner might fail horri cally, but
no individual is beyond redemption. Master motivators begin
with an assumption that every
human has potential for good
and success. It may take some
students longer to reach a learning goal, but with compassionate
mentoring anyone can achieve
more than their own limitations,
past failures and disabilities

WORTH...(continued)

Chowdbury’s initiatives also
apply well to the classroom
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1. Make Rules for the 95%,
not the 5%. He’s right.
When teachers and administrators relax policies and expect students to behave properly, it’s a win-win. Most students desire excellence and
can be trusted. Why penalize
the whole barrel for a few bad
fruit? It only creates more
sour grapes and crab apples

2. Watch your mouth. Believe
it or not, this is a sign of a toxic learning environment. If a
teacher swears or allows students to curse it creates insecurity. Sexual innuendo, racial
comments and bathroom humor should also be expunged.
Face it, expletives are o ensive and unprofessional
3. Cultivate Experts. View
every learner as a potential
expert in their studies and
employ them in like-minded
learning environments. If Bob
loves math then let him lead
the class in math exercises
4. Talk About The Future.
Chowdbury suggests co ee
breaks with every employee to
chat about where they want to
be in ve or ten years. Schools
and teachers are instrumental
to build and support dreams.
You create loyalty when you
reveal sensitivity to your stu-

dent’s personal desires and visions. And who knows? Maybe
someday they’ll live the dream
personally. Some teachers are
“dream-crushers.” Even if you
don’t see it happening, be
supportive. Dreams come true
and you could be wrong
5. Recognize Your Students
Every Day. Don your encouragement ears and turn
your a rmation antennae to
full alert. Use substantive gratitude to let your learners know
they’re doing well. Substantive
gratitude is informing a student about why you appreciated their work and how it
made you feel. Don’t just say
“I love your thinking!” but “I
love your thinking. You are
quite creative and that makes
me happy. You’ll be a success!
READ THE ENTIRE ARTICLE

h t t p : / / w w w. f a s t co m p a n y. co m /
1801014/culture-isnt-costly

 


Blogger Arshad Chowdhury
penned an article for Fast Company (December 27, 2011) that
outlined several habits of successful business cultures. He
pointed out that “you don’t have to
have a Google-sized budget to o er
great culture. Many culture-changing initiatives have no direct costs to
the company. In fact, when properly
executed, culture-improving initiatives can lower company costs in both
the short and long-term.”

Dr. Bruce Wilkinson argues
that master motivators recognize
a person’s expectations are “rooted in the past, in uence the present
and impact the future.” Depending
upon the buoyancy of a student’s
self-esteem, the process of a rmation commences by artfully
over-dubbing past negative and
harmful messages. As long as a
learner operates with a negative
(can’t do, failure, bad) self-image,
no amount of kind words, gratitude or even future-casting will
matter. The “mind” tape has to
be re-recorded. The negative
thinking, unrealistic self-portrait
and inner bullying must be replaced with a new positive feedback loop
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Wilkinson notes how our beliefs and expectations emerge
from four di erent arenas. One
arena is recognition or how
we perceive another person.
What do you believe about a
student who is late to class? Your
perception or how you “recognized” them creates an expectation. Is it a good or bad one?
Or better yet, is it even fair? Is

there a di erence between a few
minutes of tardy and several
minutes? Perception is 90% of
reality. And yet, it can be very
o -target, even wrong
A second arena for expectations comes from reputation. We don’t know the student but we’ve heard about them.
If we trust our sources, we frame
expectations about the individual learner
For example, it’s not uncommon for teachers, instructors
and professors to discuss students--particularly their academic performance--in faculty meetings. I get the reason, but I hate
it. In 20 years of professional
teaching I can tell you a lot of
students were inappropriately
labeled in these meetings by
teachers and professors. And
once a label is xed, it creates a
reputation that other teachers
embrace with prejudice
I know, because I was such a
student. Too many of my teachers “heard” about me and believed my “bad” reputation
A learner’s record is a third
arena from where expectations are created. What a student has done in the past creates
a legacy that produces present
expectations. For example, if a
student can’t take tests well, the
record sug gests he’s a poor
learner. However, there might be
reasons for the poor testing, in-

cluding anxiety. Some learners
don’t operate well under time
pressure, or learn best in community. It doesn’t make them a
“bad” student for failing to perform well on a test. And let’s
face facts: teachers don’t always
write great test questions or
grade without bias, especially
essay questions.
Think about it. You’re grading
an essay answer by two students
(with GPAs of B and D). The
essay answer is borderline B- or
C+ for both students. Chances
are you’ll award the good student a B- and the poor student a
C+. Why? Because of what you
believe about them overall
The nal arena where expectations emerge is in relat i o n s h i p s . Te a c h e r s b u i l d
frames for students and our expectations of them, over time, as
we do “life” with them. Relationships often trump the other
three. We may overlook a student’s tardiness, what we’ve
heard about them and even their
past performance simply because
we’ve made a connection and
already like the student. In time,
our relationship either creates
new expectations (good or bad)
or we nally relent and admit we
should’ve listened and learned
from their reputation and
record
We receive what we believe, so
expect the best from a !

 


Our expectations of students are not framed in a
vacuum. Our learners rise and
fall on how we perceive them.
Consequently, the ability to afrm a student’s self-worth and
encourage an learner’s inner beliefs toward the positive is a
valuable classroom skill
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WORTH...(continued)

E XP E C T T HE B ES T !

“God is ca ing you to be a visionary parent, a visionary teacher, a visionary boss.
Not just about the goals or objectives of
your family or school or company, but
about the people in those families, schools,
and companies. He is ca ing you to get out
of the normal doldrums and into the soaring clouds of potential. Show your students
that ‘silver lining’ that is woven into their
futures if they wi just reach for it.
Dr. Bruce Wilkinso

In my third year of professional teaching, I
picked up a book by Dr. Bruce Wilkinson
on the “seven laws of the learner.” I was
particularly captivated by the subtitle on
“how to teach almost anything to practica y
anyone.” Written from a religious educational perspective, Wilkinson’s seven laws
shifted my pedagogical paradigms. I have
never taught the same since

One of the laws concerns “expectations”
and, in particular, how our beliefs about
people (and their beliefs about themselves
and the situation) can produce behaviors
both good and bad. In the chapter on expectations, Wilkinson outlined how to
“blossom” a learner and a rm them
through powerful and personal esteem
messages. I took his process to heart and
have found it highly e ective in unleashing
my student’s need for worth. I’ve included
Wilkinson’s process below, but highly recThe Seven Laws of the Learner ommend you buy the book!

EXPECTATION MAXIMIZERS: (pp. 104-113
• Employ opportunities purposefully
• Express expectations creatively (indirectly, writing, e-mail, phone, Facebook, gift)
• Pick words precisely (watch the use of nicknames, slang or slurs
• Establish eye contact (the eyes, not the ears, are our primary receptors
• Communicate body language carefully (avoid barriers like desks or tables)
• Touch others appropriately
• Set expectations con dently.

EXAMINE

PAST
EXPOSE

PRESENT
EMOTION

FUTURE
EXPECT

ENDEAR

ATTENTION

DESCRIPTION

REACTION

EXPECTATION

AFFECTION

Look for opportunities to af rm or
“blossom” a student daily.

Describe what you
saw the student
doing in full detail.

Share how what
the student did
makes you feel
personally.

Create a fresh expectation for future behavior.

Show deeper affection through appropriate touch:
hand on shoulder,
handshake or
“high ve.”

“You just did...”

“That makes me
feel...”

“You did this, I
believe you are
becoming...”
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The Process of “Blossoming” or Powerful, Personal A rmation

When we reclaim the innate “worth” in which
we were created, we become human again.
If left alone in our humanity,
without a someone to guide us,
we can easily lose perspective,
su er humiliation, break con dence, fracture potential and
deaden existence. Isn’t it ironic
that all of our great questions
center around our quest to discover our Real Self: “Who am I?”
“Why am I here?” “What is my life
purpose?” “Do I matter?”
Do you see what I mean? Do
you think dogs sit around and
think about such questions? Of
course not. We hunger to be valued. Deep down every person
knows he or she is di erent. We
know we’re not animals and
there must be more to life.
And there is. The secret to life
is a simple statement: People
matter. They matter to God
and each other. And if people
matter, then we all have intrinsic
value. We’re priceless. We’re unique.
And if people have great value,
SHARE HOW YOU’LL NOW
UNLOCK “WORTH”
(write answer in space below)

Master motivators always speak to the soul. The ability to engineer environments
that release individuality, creativity and potential is essential to unlocking success.

then they also have massive potential. Educators unleash the
imagination to become something or someone unimaginable!
Students are inherently good,
despite their bad choices. Every

learner can be better, not bitter.
They can chose hope not hype.
They can love not leave
Essentially, you, too, are amazingly wealthy in human value.
Learn it. Love it. Live it!

DO IT: IDEAS TO REVEAL “WORTH”
• Whenever possible, praise students for things they can change about themselves.
For example, most students only hear peer praise (“you’re pretty” or “I love your
eyes”). They can’t change those things, even if they wanted. Instead teachers need
to focus on gifts, skills, improvements and passions. “You’ve improved greatly in
spelling” or “You’ve got a gift for art” or “Your passion for math makes class fun!”
• Use substantive praise at all times. Don’t say “nice job” but “Wow! You truly did
_________ with excellence.” Don’t say “thanks” but “thank you for _____________.”
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On this day, I will commit to unlock the
innate uniqueness, special creation, and
deep potential of students. I choose to
humanize, not de-humanize them.

• Appropriately touch (hand to shoulder, high ve, “knuckle bumps,” handshake) and
use personal names liberally. It treats students like the unique humans they really
are! When we touch (appropriately) we communicate “you are valued!”
• Break down barriers. Sit down, rather than standing over a student.

WHEN THE CORE NEED OF WORTH IS EXPRESSED THERE IS CONFIDENCE!
“…according to his eternal purpose that he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord. In him
and through faith in him we may approach God with freedom and con dence.”
(Ephesians 3:11-12)

Optimism is the faith
that leads to achievement. Nothing can be
done without hope
and confidence.
(Helen Keller)

All you need in this life is ignorance and
con dence, and then success is sure
(Mark Twain)

Con dence is contagious.
So is lack of con dence.
(Vince Lombardi)

If you have no confidence
in self, you are twice defeated in the race of life.

Experience tells you what to do;
confidence allows you to do it.
(Stan Smith)
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(Marcus Garvey)

AMERICAN PICKERS: TURNING RUST INTO GOLD
"We teach who
we are."
~John Gardner

"What we are is
God’s gift to us.
What we become is
our gift to God."
~Eleanor Powell

"When all think
alike, then no one
is thinking."
~Walter Lippman

"To those of you
who received
honors, awards
and distinctions,
I say well done.
And to the C students, I say you, too, can be president of the United States."

What’s the value of rust? If you’re a “picker” like Mike Wolfe and
Frank Fritz, you know there’s money to be made in the old, broken
and forgotten. These two Iowan buddies travel the back roads of
America to dig up hidden treasures and reclaim lost artifacts. It’s
hard to believe a rusty old bike is worth hundreds of dollars. Or a
fading metal sign can bring a top price. The proverb that one man’s
junk is another man’s treasure is a picker’s livelihood.
What Mike and Frank understand is value emerges from being
unique. It’s why they will scour thousands of items just to score the
one that has resale value. They succeed because most people don’t
have picker perspective. Most people unintentionally de-value things
no longer useful, necessary or wanted. We box them for thrift shops
or sell stu for pennies at garage sales. Without sentimental value,
the item produces a personal apathy that, unless rescued, will eventually land it in the dump: forever forgotten and lost to time.
Let me say it again: the more unique, the more valuable.
It’s the same way in “people pickin’.” The only di erence is every
person is one of a kind. There are no duplicates, mass productions or
collector series. Every student has great value because there’s no true
twin. Yes, some are old, broken, rusty and forgotten, but each learner
hungers for reclamation and, if necessary, restoration. We all thirst to
be wanted and respected, to have another person see our worth and
“pick” us...for the task, for the team or for the opportunity.
Frank and Mike will tell you “pickin’” is fun and they’re right.
Just wait until you nd “gold” in a student another has tossed.

~George W. Bush

"The man who
does not value
himself, cannot
value anything or
anyone."
~Ayn Rand

WORTH!
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"What I believed
about my students made an
incredible difference in what they
learned in my
~Bruce Wilkinson
class."

If you want to GROW motivation and
loyalty in your students, focus on GROW:

Grace

Plant an unconditional, blessed
learning environment.

Relationship
Ownership
Worth

Sow a community that
blooms friendships.

Prune learners for choices,
control and contribution.

Weed out negativity and shower
affirmation upon the whole class.

LAUGHTER
Enjoyment. Entertainment. Enthusiasm.
love to laugh! There’s just
something about a chuckle or
chortle that fuels the inner
jets. Laughter is God’s energy
drink for the soul. When we
giggle, grin and gu aw we load
our spirit with life.

I

Laughter disarms the critic, disables the complaint
and disrupts the crisis. A
good giggle changes and charges
our disposition and desperation
with enlightenment, enthusiasm
and endurance. Laughter has
healing properties. A smile
makes a hard day lighter.

Social science and brain
research con rms when we
have a hoot in the classroom
our minds literally light up
like a city skyline at dusk. Our
smiles allow us to think deeper,
imagine better and work harder.
Our inner creativity rolls and
our insight explodes.
Laughter also makes us a
We're visiting a laughing place!
better (not a bitter) person.
Everybody's got a laughing place!
A laughing place to go!
When we face trial and trouble,
our inability to locate the silver Take a frown, turn it upside down and
lining will cloud innovative solu- you'll nd yours we know! Honey and
tions, fresh perspectives and de- rainbows on our way, where everyone
is worth his weight...Everybody's got
termined resolve to gut it out.
a laughing place!

--From Disney’s “Song of the South”

F UN IS FU N DA MEN T AL !

Re d S ke l t o n
I've always thought
that a big laugh is a
really loud noise from
the soul saying, "Ain't
that the truth.
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Quincy Jones

I live by this credo:
Have a
little laugh at life an
d look
around you for ha
ppiness
instead of sad
ness.
Laughter has
always
brought me out of
unhappy situations. Even
in your thing
to laugh about if yo
d ar ke st m o m en
u
t, yo u try ha
rd enough.
usually can nd
some-

LAUGHTER...(continued)

J

Fun is fundamental to life.
A smile travels a long mile. John
Cougar Mellencamp sings a song
that suggests all life is lived “between a laugh and a tear.” I think
he’s right. The secret of life is to
chuckle in the crisis and giggle
at the critic. Make’em wonder
what’s got into you. Joy truly
does come in the mourning. So
grin and blare it! Life is meant
to be laughed out loud. Yahoo!
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L a u g h te r i s co n t a g i o u s .
Don’t believe me? In the spring
of 1962 a Tanzanian female
boarding school closed after
three months of uncontrollable
laughter. Evidently three girls
got the giggles on January 30
and never ceased chuckling. By
mid-March their infectious
howls had spread to nearly a
hundred girls. The school shut
down March 18 and released the
girls to their homes but that
still didn’t stop the laugh riots.
Additional outbreaks of the

laughter in uenza occurred in
other African schools and
spread to almost 1000 people
before nally coming to an end
two and half years later! The Yuk
Flu! Now that’s a funny story
But we’ve all been there.
Someone laughs and we do too.
After an extensive ten-year research study, one social scientist
concluded that we are more
than thirty times more likely to
laugh in social settings than
when we’re alone. He further
noted that “however happy we
may feel, laughter is as signal we
send to others and it virtua y disappears when we lack an audience.”
I guess chuckling is no laughing matter. And, yes, I’m smiling
as I write this sentence
Some further conclusions also
emerged in this serious study of
the nature of laughter by Robert
Provine, published in Psychology
Today (11/1/2000)
First, laughter doesn’t
necessarily require a joke. In
fact, less than 20% of observed
laughter in this study resulted
from a punchline. Furthermore,
most of the punchlines were
rather poor and unfunny to
boot, leading Provine to conclude “this su ests that the critical
stimulus for laughter is another person, not a joke.
Now that is funny

Second, laughter is di cult to consciously control.
Ha v e y o u e v e r p l a y e d t h e
“smile” game where you try to
get someone to laugh? Nearly
always, they nally cave and
grin. It’s hard to bottle laughter,
as even a laugh track for a television sit-com proves
Third, Provine and his
graduate students discovered in their 1,200 case studies, that girls get the giggles
more than boys (126% more
to be exact) but men tend to
get more laughs than women
(perhaps this explains why there
are more male comedians and
class clowns). This gender gap
for gu aws starts very early in
life and can be also observed in
other cultures. Consequently, its
no surprise that females were
62% more likely to desire humor
as a trait for their ideal man, according to a study of 3,745 personal ads placed in eight papers,
from Baltimore to San Diego
Girls just want to have fun.
Guys just want to get grins
Finally, while laughter
might be a good medicine,
s t u d i e s h a v e p ro v e n i t s
magic elixir emerges more
from the social factor than
humor alone. Essentially, we
need people to make us laugh
and those smiles improve the
miles our minds and bodies will
travel. Smiles for miles!

 


ust think about all the ways
we get a laugh. You can
chuckle, cackle, giggle,
snicker, yuk, roar, lampoon
and parody. You can hoot and
howl, belly laugh and burst out
laughing. Sometimes we laugh
until we split our sides, bust a
gut or wet our pants. If we’re
hilarious, we’re known as a joker,
jester, clown, comic, hoot,
scream, riot, gas or barrel of
laughs

LAUGHTER...(continued)

ENTHUSIASM!
Woo hoo! Ah, that’s better. I
love it. I can just imagine you
reading these words in a local
co ee shop or at home on your
couch and then leaping to your
feet and shouting out the word:

ENTHUSIASM
And seriously, don’t you feel
just a little bit better? You
can’t even say “enthusiasm”
without getting giddy. The
way the tongue winds up on the
“en,” then how the lips tunnel
deep for the “thu,” followed by a
widening smile for the “si ”
(seeeee!) and the grand nale
“asm!” It’s hilarious to say, shout,
whisper or laugh. It’s a crack to
say slow, fast or upside down
(standing on your head). It’s
even funny in monotone
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But there’s more to this word
than meets the eye (and ear).
The word is a very special
combination of two Greek
words: en theos or “in God.”
In other words, when we are
“enthused” or “enthusiastic” we
are literally “in God.” When we
are enthusiastic we touch the
Divine Nature. We connect

with something very deep within ourselves and within our Special Creation or DNA. You
might say when we laugh we
travel into the world of God.
Our smiles reveal the miles to a
place of unimaginable Beauty,
unbelievable Mercy and unstoppable Hope. Now you understand why laughter is one of
humanities inner needs.
After all, a sullen or sorrowed soul is a lonely soul. A
sad person is one trapped by
their losses. The loss of life to
death. The loss of a job. The
loss of a marriage. The loss of
property. The loss of freedom.
The loss of Grace
Lossed people are lost people. When our lives add up to
nothing and our assets accumulate as de cits, we often insulate
and isolate ourselves. We build
walls not bridges. We travel
alone not with accompaniment.
When our laughter is stolen
and our inner giggle is shackled,
we no longer dwell “in God” nor
sense His Pleasure. In fact,
without enthusiasm or laughter
to spark our lives, all the other
needs dry up. Laughter is what
helps us recognize grace and
mercy all around us. Laughter
connects us to other humans
and fosters dynamic community.
Laughter empowers a person to
risk, confront and lead. Laughter stamps value upon our life.

We are good because we are
God’s. Laughter greases life
When we are “in God” or “enthused,” our souls are awake and
alert, daring to dance and loving
to learn. We are fully alive humans.
As educators, it’s crucial that
we create learning environments
where students play. After all, all
work and no play really does
make Jack (and Jill) “dull.”
The twin engines of play
are enjoyment and entertainment, with laughter
serving as the spark plug.
When students enjoy their
learning and nd it pleasurable
and playful, their motivation rises. When students joke in class,
smile in their seat and grin
about their grades, energy and
enthusiasm blossom.
To the contrary, when learning
becomes nothing more than a
grade, the hours steeped in
boredom, and the classroom
dull, discouraging and dry, motivation sinks
Several years ago I directed a
drama group and we’d tour up to
ten days straight with nightly
performances. The adventures
of the road and the limelight of
the stage lost its luster by midweek. Touring is hard work with
long days and short nights

 


One of my favorite “life”
words is “enthusiasm.” It’s
an hilarious word just to say. Go
ahead, I’ll wait. Say it. Enthusiasm. Now say it again (this time
with with enthusiasm!)

But that’s true with just
about anything a person “enjoys.” Think about it. What
hobbies, interests or pastimes
bring you a smile? What do you
like to do in your spare time
Maybe you like to crochet,
collect or cook. Perhaps you
love to restore, refurnish or remodel. Maybe you enjoy time in
the garden, the garage or the
golf course. Perhaps you like to
jog, jet ski or journal

.
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My guess is whate ver
brings you pleasure will
bring another person pain.
What you nd relaxing another
individual nds taxing. Many of
my friends love to golf and
spend hundreds, even thousands, of dollars annually knocking a little white ball around a
big backyard with holes in it.
Personally, I don’t get it. Golf
frustrates my patience and upsets my athletic skills. I can hit
a softball a country mile but nd

most of my golf drives travel
several feet or, worse, into some
out of the way wood, sand or
pond. Golf doesn’t feel good
and I don’t like it. It doesn’t
make me laugh, though I suspect I produce plenty of chuckles for those who play with me
My hobbies are far di erent. I
love reading books, particularly
western history. I enjoy a great
cowboy movie and love Indian
stories. I collect music and am
thrilled when I nd a treasure
for just pennies. Consequently,
I spend my spare time in pawns,
thrifts and yard sales. I know,
what a yawner, but I love it
Human beings need enjoyment and entertainment. We
seek smiles and long to laugh.
In fact, when you look at the
GROWLS (grace, relationship,
ownership, worth, laughter, safety/security), you’ll notice the
rst four spell “grow” and that’s
so true. If you want to grow
productivity in the classroom,
you must create an environment
of mercy, community, empowerment and individual value
In other words, the rst
f o u r G ROW L S s e r v e to
“grow” a ection, motivation and productivity, but
without laughter and safety/
security it’s like building a
house on sand. Laughter is
what sparks favor (grace), soft-

ens hearts (relationship), releases contribution (ownership) and
blesses individuality (worth).
Fun is fundamental to any clasroom. A happy student or a smiling learner is the glue to the glee
desperately needed.
Personally, I’m allergic to
boring. I can’t stand the word
or like the situation. I also feel
my inner hackles rise whenever
I hear a teacher say: “Come on,
gang, let’s get serious and study [the
topic}.” Seriously? Now, I know
learning is a “serious” thing but
that doesn’t mean it can’t be a
hoot. And I know life sometimes seems “serious” but that
doesn’t mean you can’t laugh. I
think we send a mistaken message when we say “let’s get serious and study anything.” Serious study happens naturally
around a smile. It’s not just education but edu-tainment
Some criticize entertainment
(particularly “enjoyable” curriculum) as a diversion that saps
student’s time, taking them
from more important learning
tasks. And yet, I’ve found students labor longer and produce
higher quality work because it’s
enjoyable and, yes, entertaining.
Entertainment isn’t evil, but it is
vital to motivation and energy
It’s true: he who laughs, lasts

 


Consequently, I always made
Thursday an o day to relax, refuel and repair. One one tour I
took the group bowling. It’s
funny how throwing a heavy ball
at a bunch of pins can release
emotional tension. On another
tour, we spent the day at the
beach. I never regretted the day
o and found my team was more
than ready to hit the road (and
the stage) for the push home.
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LAUGHTER...(continued)

Every day we have a choice to bore no more.
Strap on a smile and giggle. Laugh and learn!
We need entertainment to relax and yes, divert, our minds
from the negative, the painful or
the burdensome. An entertaining classroom and learning environment will be attractive, motivational and hard to leave.
Does this mean every assignment will be fun? Of
course not. But remember when
Tom Sawyer was commissioned
the horrible chore to whitewash
the family fence? Initially, Tom
was sullen because all the other
boys in town were playing. He
used bribery at rst to secure a
friend’s service but that failed
Then Tom got a crazy idea. He
picked up the brush and started
w h i t e w a s h i n g l i ke a f o o l ,
whistling a joyful tune, oblivious
to other boys now stopping to
watch him work. Tom gave the
impression that whitewashing
was fun, enjoyable and entertaining. Soon his friends were not
SHARE HOW YOU’LL NOW
CHOOSE TO “LAUGH”
(write answer in space below)

From the day we’re born we live to laugh! It’s what makes the serious side of life
sing. Therefore, when we create “fun” we foster a ection and accomplishment.

only begging to paint but willing
to give him stu for the privilege. Tom had learned “that Work
consists of what a body is obliged to
do, and that Play consists of whatever a body is not obliged to do.” Bingo!
Make work play. Yahoo

And that’s my point: smiles
for miles. Laughter fuels life.
Play energizes work. We’ll labor
longer, harder and faster when
we enjoy the task. Sweat that is
sweet satis es the soul and
laughter sugar-coats life’s labors.

DO IT: IDEAS TO TICKLE “LAUGHTER”
• When teaching gets you down, do something “fun” with some other people (never
alone): watch a comedy or a comedian, go dancing, or something you really enjoy.
Avoid any activities or behaviors that “numb” or create guilt, including shopping,
over-eating, alcohol, tobacco, etc.
• Learn a new joke every week and tell it to a di erent students daily.
• For one hour every day do something that you enjoy. If nothing else, start a new
hobby. Pick up painting. Write your memoir.
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On this day, I will choose to smile, giggle,
chuckle, chortle, gu aw and laugh with
hilarity. I will make every student I teach
smile. It’s my personal mission to commit random acts of pleasure!

• Smile at every student in your class. As you teach, smile and communicate cheerfully (regardless of your mood!). Be thankful with a grin.
• Do something totally out of character. Join in a game on the playground. Open the
class windows and sing loudly. Skip down the aisle (if you can!).

It is the supreme art of Find a place inside where
the teacher to awaken there's joy, and the joy will
joy in creative expresburn out the pain.
(Joseph Campbell)
sion and knowledge.
(Albert Einstein)

Perfect happiness is a beautiful sunset, the giggle of a grandchild, the
rst snowfall. It's the little things that
make happy moments, not the grand
events. Joy comes in sips, not gulps.

fi

(Sharon Draper)
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“Our mouths were lled with laughter, our tongues with songs of joy. Then it was said
among the nations, “The Lord has done great things for them.” The Lord has done great
things for us, and we are lled with joy.” (Psalm 126:2-3)

Happiness lies in the joy
of achievement and the
thrill of creative effort.
(Franklin D. Roosevelt)

~Bill Nye

“The more you
find out about the
world, the more
opportunities
there are to
laugh at it.”
“A great teacher,
like a good entertainer, first must
hold his audience’s
attention Then he
can teach the lesson."

~John Henrik Clarke

"A man can
succeed at almost anything
for which he
has unlimited
enthusiasm.”

FISHIN’ FOR A FUNNY
For anyone who has traveled to Seattle the whole Northwest experience is rather incomplete without a side trip to downtown’s
“World Famous Pike Place Fish Market.” The market inhabits a
rather small space compared to its giant reputation but nevertheless
attracts tens of thousands of people annually.
Ironically, the Fish Market wasn’t always “world famous” and if it
wasn’t for a young worker who suggested such a bold tag to his
boss and owner, John Yokoyama, I wouldn’t be writing these words
now. Because of that employee, the little market soon adopted a
“world famous” slogan and a fresh attitude that is now legendary.
What makes the Pike Place Fish Market so attractive?
In a word: fun.
The market operates within a “ sh” philosophy (outlined in the
famous FISH! leadership books) that starts by simply “being there”
for its customers. It’s about relationship and emotion, not a sale.
Second, they tap into play with a number of practical jokes that
keep the crowd hanging around. I watched one sh monger rig a giant salmon to suddenly rear its head and surprise potential buyers.
Of course the famous sh tossing always brings smiles while the
humor behind the counter draws interest and, ultimately, sales. Essentially, the Fish Market wants to “make your day” special with
unique service. Some call it a gimmick but judging by the results you
can’t argue with success. Maybe that’s why attitude is so important.
An attitude that returns to fun. Laughter. Happiness. Joy. Yahoo!

~Charles M. Schwab

“Learning is a
natural pleasure, inborn
and instinctive,
one of the earliest pleasures
and of the essential pleasures of the human
race."
~Gilbert Highet

LAUGHTER!
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~Plato

"Let early childhood be a sort of
amusement; you
will then be better
able to discover the
child’s natural
bent."

Physical. Emotional. Spiritual.
y a lot in my work and, for
the most part, I don’t mind
the TSA security lines, highpriced airport food, delayed and
cancelled ights or even the lack
of legroom in coach

I

anymore. I pretty much know
exit locations, how to buckle my
seat belt and what to do “in the
unlikely event of a loss in cabin
pressure.” And, no, it’s not to
scream like a little girl

But there is one part of ying that has grown quite
“old” and boring to me: the
safety announcements. If
you’ve heard one, you’ve literally
heard them all (unless you’re
lucky enough to y Southwest
and get a comedian as your head
ight attendant)

And yet, these safety announcements are incredibly important, even for experienced
travelers who can rattle o the
announcement in their sleep

The safety announcements-whether by mouth, audiotape or
video--rarely catch my attention

I think that’s how most of
us approach security. It
rarely means anything until
there’s smoke, strange sounds or
screams. We need to experience
insecurity to appreciate security.

What a fellowship, what a joy divine,
leaning on the everlasting arms!
What a blessedness, what a peace is
mine, leaning on the everlasting arms!
Leaning, leaning, safe and secure
from all alarms; Leaning, leaning,
leaning on the everlasting arms.
--Elisha Ho man (1887)

S AF E AN D SE CU RE !
R a lp h N ic h o ls
“Uncertainty is the
only certainty there is,
and knowing how to
live with insecurity is
the only security.
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SECURITY

"The most basic o
f
all human needs is
the need to understand and be understood. The bes
t
way to understand people is to listen
to them."

P

When we don’t feel safe, we
misbehave, complain, even bully.
I think that’s why hurt
people hurt people. When we
don’t feel secure, we strike, stab,
sti e or silence.
Philosophically, I agree
with many others that security is a false thing. We can’t
truly be “safe and secure”...ever.
Sure we can create safety zones
(such as at an airport) where
heightened security measures
eliminate many dangers but that
hardly ensures absolute safety. A
lot of stu gets through those
detectors and bad people still
board planes. We are only as safe
as we feel and for most that’s
enough in today’s ying culture
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The best we can do is not
think about it. We can be as
“safe” as possible but real “security” happens when we have faith
in the situation. When I y I
have learned to tr ust the
process, from security to inight procedures. The problem
is a lot of safety policies are

poorly explained. For example,
do you know the real reason you
weren’t able to listen to your
iPod during take 0 and landing? It’s not because these devices interfered with the plane’s
technology (as research conrmed). No, the real reason
(once explained to me by a
truthful ight attendant) is
these devices are interruptive
and isolationist. If you’re listening to U2 at volume ten, you
might not hear an important
ight announcement. Even still,
I think we all appreciate cell
phones being turned o inight. This rule creates security
Ultimately, safety and security
isn’t about compliance as much
as it is about TRUST. And trust
is earned...or better nurtured...
from the day we’re born
For educators, trust is the
foundation to a great teacherstudent relationship. In fact, a
learner’s academic history, including your own, is similar to
natural human development
Developmental theorist
Erik Erikson proposed at
every stage of life we battle a
“psychosocial” crisis. How
we resolve these crises--either
positively or negatively--impacts
our personality, our relationships
and our psychological energies.
Consequently, many adult personality quirks are tied to life
crises in youth

Interestingly, a student’s academic career follows a similar
track, from the rst day under a
teacher to the last. How the
teacher and school helps the
learner through these crises
spells eventual success or failure
I call it “growing up” or
“giving up.” At each point, the
student has a choice to grow
through the crisis or quit altogether.
For those interested in retention of students, especially college admissions personnel, these
stages are absolutely critical. I
could usually tell by the third
week of a college calendar which
students wouldn’t be back for
the next semester
A student’s academic career
within an institution--elementary, middle school, high school,
college--follows a developmental
process. Your rst day in high
school. Do you remember it?
Didn’t you want to lie in the
corner and cry like a baby? Or
huddle inside your security
blanket and suck your thumb
It’s hard to grow up in our
learning and just when we think
we’ve reached the top, the deck
gets shu ed again...like on your
rst day of college. Consequently, Erickson’s theory gives
educators valuable insights

 


erhaps that’s why both
Abraham Maslow (Hierarchy of Needs) and William
Glasser (Control Theory) noted
the most basic need of all is
rooted within safety and security. We all crave to be warm in
winter, cool in summer and fed
until full. We need water, comfort and a feeling of protection
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SECURITY...(continued)

SECURITY...(continued)

TRUST VS. MISTRUST
(First day to 3 weeks)
The rst crisis humans encounter right from the womb up
until around 18 months of age is
“trust vs. mistrust.” Babies naturally need security and honestly
hunger for safe situations. So
signi cant is this rst stage that
many believe how you grow
through it (either developing a
sense of trust or mistrust) will
stamp your mindset for the rest
of our life. I tend to agree
A rst day in class is like a new
lease on life and the rst three
weeks will create a mindset
within the learner that will
guide them throughout their
time of learning under a teacher

.
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Just like babies need to be
held, fed, comforted and
changed, so do new students. Policies and procedures
will all be new, even for students
who are simply moving up a
grade level. Whenever learners
move up or change classrooms

And just like any baby, such
abandonment leaves deep welt
and creates tears
Babies cry when they feel
insecure. They’re feeling hungry or thirsty. They’re tired or
afraid. They’ve soiled their diaper. Therefore, if you want to
develop trust and security, don’t
ignore a crying baby. Rather,
attend to its needs. It’s not
spoiling, but investing in their
future
New students need similar investments and some may require
longer diapering than another.
New learners make mistakes,
hunger to prove their mettle,
thirst to feel wanted and can
easily fall prey to fear
Wise teachers and school administrators will work hard to
make the rst three week’s of
any student’s tenure end with a
high-level of trust. Such security
includes a sound feedback loop
so students know when they are
in compliance and/or succeeding. Don’t be afraid to let learners know they’ve ful lled your
expectations, policies and pro-

cedures. A student who feels
slighted, distrusted and abandoned won’t be long for the
learning. Like a malnourished,
neglected infant, they’ll eventually fade and ee (quit) from
frustration, fear and failure
Motivational learning
starts on day one with new
students. In reality, the rst
seven days of class require the
highest attention and nurturing.
Relationships need to be sticky
and so numerous opportunities
for new learners to connect positively with other students and
yourself, the teacher, is essential.
Many schools like to secure an
academic or life mentor for new
students, who can answer the
little questions and problem
shoot, even correct, the small
mistakes
New students (especially if
new to an institution) need time
to develop relationships. Personally, I believe every classroom needs a daily time of connection and community. Play a
game where students learn
names or share history and hobbies. Incorporate small groups,
pairs and trios to share learning
insights. Many teachers believe
a quiet class is a learning class
but that’s not necessarily true.
Rules (particularly hidden or unspoken ones) are best communicated through relationships fostered by trust.

 


and teachers (even in the middle
of the academic year), it’s important to review and refresh
policies and procedures. In fact,
these policies should be simple
and posted otherwise learners,
particularly new ones, will feel
outside the loop and lose trust

How to Baby Students to Develop Trust and
Security in Your Classroom from Day One!
ocus on helping new students build relationships with other
students and yourself. After the rst week of class, take some time
to debrief their feelings and con dence in their studies. Connect all
students through intentional age-appropriate community-building games

F

Put your ear to the ground and listen for how other students about
a new classmate. Like introducing a new kid to the family, a new learner
in class creates disturbances and possibly distrust in other students. Does
this new student trouble, thrill or test other learners? The rst two weeks
is key to a new learners nding emotional traction (security) in your class
Be patient with pushing a new student too fast or too soon. Every
learner is di erent and responds to the academic environment with varying
competence and con dence (depending on the subject). Assigning a mentor helps this process and provides an evaluation tool for how successful
the newbie is acclimating
Aim the new student towards a guaranteed “feel good” success.
The sooner your new learners feels con dence and competence, the better.
If after six weeks they do not trust themselves in the work, they’ll likely
give up and quit.

The rst three weeks in a classroom is
the key to long-term success and overall
retention. Trust is everything. You have
to trust them and they have to trust you.

I N T EACH ERS W E T RU ST
According to educational consultant and author of Trust Matters, Megan Tschannen-Moran, in a hierarchal relationship, those in power -- teachers, in the case of
the classroom -- are responsible for building trust
Don't Take it Personally
Children are not our peers so how can they hurt or o end us the way someone are
own age can? I'm always surprised when a teacher colleague is "crushed" by something a student did, didn't do, or said. We would save ourselves so much heartache
by not personalizing the acts and words of children

“The bottom line and
absolute truth is that
humans -- whether
adults or children -don't learn if we don't
trust.

Be Honest
If you make a mistake and the kids know it, admit it. When we are honest and
model a little humility for students, the trust grows exponentially. An occasional
"I'd like to apologize to the class" goes a long, long way. If you are open to admitting to a mistake, the students will also be much more open to doing so
Be Fair
If you allow the student with a B in your class an extra day to turn in her essay, and
don't when the student with a D (who incessantly talks and drives you slightly
nuts) asks for more time, then you are not being fair. Fair means all students getting the same rules, and exceptions to those rules. Believe me, if you move the line
for one student, and not another, kids talk, and they nd out. Unfair teachers are
the most despised -- and the least trusted.

Rebecca Albe
Education Expert

.
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Excerpted from “In Teachers We Trust: Can Kids Count On You?” by Rebecca Alber. http://www.edutopia.org/trusting-relationships-teachers-students

Perhaps a metaphor will help.
Imagine you’ve just been given a
horse, born in captivity but not
tamed enough to ride. You have
a good chunk of land for the
horse to enjoy and so you have
three options in your task to
tame the beast and ride it safely

AU T O N O M Y V E R S U S
S H A M E / D O U B T
(3-6weeks)
In our toddler years (or the
terri c twos), humans face a new
battle, according to Erik Erikson, to either discover individual
freedom or experience “shame
or doubt.
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Of course, just like parenting style means everything
at this stage, so does how we
parent an “toddler” learner
in the 3rd to 6th week of
class. Parenting and classroom
management styles are very similar. If our style is authoritarian
or strict, we’ll limit a new student’s autonomy. If our style is
permissive or loose, we’ll let our
learners do whatever they want
whenever they desire. Unfortunately, neither extreme produces
healthy autonomy. What we

1. Build a small pen with only
enough room to saddle, mount
and ride the horse in short
clips
2.Turn the horse free on your
property and hope you can
nd it when you want to tame
the beast
3. Build a fence and a pasture of
some size to allow the horse to
run but only within limits
Which approach would give the
horse the most security? That’s
right, number three. A horse
needs fences but it also needs to
run. You can’t fence a horse in a
small pen without consequence
Students, like toddlers and
horses, need space to “run” and
n d a u to n o m y. Ye t , m a n y
teachers and administrators either build too small of pens
(creating shame) or no fence at
all (creating doubt). However if
a student is going to emerge
with healthy autonomy and in-

dividual freedom in their learning he or she will need fences
The authoritarian leader
creates shame within a student because the pen is too
tight and there’s no room to “be
themselves.” This steep limitation, often with excessive criticism, creates a varying sense of
personal shame (“I’m not good”)
that’s now carried in the assignment, task or role.
Conversely, the permissive
leader produces doubt because the student has no idea
they’re doing something right or
wrong. Since there are no fences
to corral behavior and reveal
limits, the learner runs free.
Many permissive educators argue this approach creates true
autonomy (and creativity) but it
actually injects a dose of doubt
In reality, the more balanced and healthy approach
is as an authoritative educator. This teaching style recognizes students need freedom but
they also require fences. Therefore, as long as the learner isn’t
hurting himself or herself or another student or is respecting
the rules, they are allowed to
run free. But when a policy or
procedure is breached, correction mustn’t be far behind
As a result, the student learns
how security feels! And that’s a
good thing we all need to sense

 


think creates compliance or individuality actually conceives
shame or doubt in our classroom
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SECURITY...(continued)

Helping Your Learners to Walk and Talk their
Way to Distinguished Academic Work

O

nce learners feel safe and secure (in 3-6 weeks term of a new
school year), the next step is to help grow con dence and
competence . Educators and school administrators can produce
positive autonomy by slowly indoctrinating new students into the overall
educational philosophy. Why do we learn this way?
Study the skills, talents and interests of the learners, then adjust
them to new or growing academic roles. Every child, teen and adult
learner brings skill to the classroom. Savvy teachers learn these hidden talents and then employ them as learning tools. For example, I once helped a
struggling math student improve their arithmetic using baseball cards. He
was a collector and the cards were the perfect t to teach everything from
addition to percentages to even geometry
Continue to foster a relationship and community building. At the
12 week mark (or near the end of the rst semester), evaluate each student.
For those who show particular aptitude and attitude, invest your time in
more specialized development of these individuals. Help all students to
sense you appreciate their individuality and gifts. Learners who feel shame
or doubt will not stay freely.

Weeks 7-13 in a school year is all about
helping students to become autonomous
and increasingly con dent in what’s expected of them.

A UT ON OMY I N T HE C LA SSTo be happy and ourish, humans, whether adults or children, have several basic
needs that must be met. One of those needs is autonomy, the sense that our actions are governed by our will, by what we believe to be reasonable, right, justi ed,
or good...Schools and classrooms by their nature and purpose place many restrictions on students. If care is not taken to support students’ sense of autonomy, we
run the risk of undermining our students’ commitment to the school community
and its goals. Below are steps that teachers and schools can take that maintain order, maximize learning, and preserve students’ sense of autonomy

“Discipline by de nition
involves limiting the freedom of students. However,
we can take a number of
steps to preserve both our
students’ dignity and autonomy while exercising
our authority in response to
student misbehavior.

1. Involve Students in Decisions That A ect the Class or Schoo
2. Let Students Have Input on Class, Playground, and / or School Rules
3. Let Students Have Input on Class and / or School Activities and Procedure
4. Provide Options in Academic Assignment
5. Provide Choice of Topic or Focu
6. Provide Choice of How to Organize One's Class Wor
7. Provide Choice of Mode of Student Presentation
8. Provide Choice of Working Alone or With a Partner or Grou
9. Provide Explanations behind Set Rules, Procedures, and Tradition
10. Provide Choice in Disciplinary Interaction
10. Avoid Using Reward and Punishmen
11. Use a Light Touc
12. View Discipline as Teaching or Sca olding Student Behavior and Moral Developmen
13. Focus on Reparation Rather than Punishmen

Marilyn Watso
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From “Autonomy in the Classroom” by Dr. Marilyn Watson http://www.csee.org/products/283
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Educator/Author of Learning to
Trust (2003

SECURITY...(continued)

This drive (initiative) lays
a foundation for all inner
motivation. A can-do spirit
sparks creativity, deepens determination and unleashes desire not to give in or give up

INITIATIVE VS. GUILT
(Weeks 7-13)
The preschool years can be
incredibly powerful for any child
if the rst two stages are resolved positively (trust, autonomy). The same holds true for
students entering weeks 7-13 (or
second quarter) of an academic
year
At this stage, students like
little preschoolers are cando learners and even those
somewhat crimped by former
expectations, rules and narrow
fence lines, can blossom if a
teaching change is made midsemester

.
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Erikson theorized that
preschoolers who develop within secure home and school environments will polish an inner
drive that will last the rest of
their lives. Similarly, students
must discover their inner drive
to learn, even when the study

It’s a signi cant reason why
external rewards and incentives
should be avoided with teachers.
The goal is to harness initiative
and point it in the right direction natura y
After all, the problem with
reward-based strategies is
they produce guilt. They
work against initiative, especially when what the learner produces (behavior, project, test,
paper) is deemed “bad” or they
“lose.” Even the most can-do
preschooler will eventually quit
(out of guilt) if they never succeed and so will most learners.
Wins are essential and good at
this age. Preschoolers love success and students, likewise, must
sense they are more than simply
a number in a chair. They matter
to the classroom. They produce
value for the overall learning.
Their grade re ects their work
but in no way calculates their
full value
Competition is also an issue for preschoolers. Young
children aren’t in it to win it but
rather to enjoy the game. Simi-

larly, teachers must carefully use
competition (if at all) as a motivational strategy, especially early
on in an academic year
A common program in many
schools is to spotlight high
achievers as “students of the
month.” No harm there. But
with the spotlight some schools
also shower the winners with
prizes, food coupons, and other
goodies. Since students are
nominated for such honor by
their teachers, the ones sensitive
to the process will be “good” or
“achieve” or “sacri ce” to hopefully gain the teacher’s attention
But what happens after the
award is given? Or for students
who (though good) never stand
out enough to be “students of
the month?”
Eventually they quit playing
the game altogether. In fact,
many students won’t bite at all
(not worth the “trouble of being
good”) and may even carry a
negative attitude about the
whole incentive game
A better strategy would be to
pro vide each student with
benchmarks that, once reached,
o er special deals (like a a gift
card or restaurant coupon)
Initiative is a key motivator in
life and learners got it...to lose.
Wise teachers will motivate naturally to inspire learners

 


becomes mundane, di cult or
frustrating.

Encouraging Your Students to Develop Personal
Drive and Initiative

T

he second quarter (weeks 7-13) are critical as the learner will
decide, most likely, whether to continue to grow within the
classroom and with the subject or begin to misbehave, disengage and shut down. Therefore, it’s vital that second-quarter students
can clearly interact, relate and solve problems with other classmates.
Empower promising and highly competent students to serve as
mentors for new (er) classmates. Plumb their creativity and insight by
getting their perspective on classroom structure, policies and procedures.
Be open to suggestions, ideas and possible change
Move promising and highly competent students into roles with
increasing responsibility. Highly-motivated learners will readily accept
such opportunities for contribution. Empower all students to be responsible for their own personal learning space from day one
Invest time in students who struggle in their work. It’s the last opportunity to salvage a learner on the verge of packing it in. The second
quarter of a school year (second half of rst semester) is the di erence
maker for retention.

The second quarter of work within any
classroom or school is all about nding
inner will and personal drive. Initiative
releases purpose and pride.

E NCOU RAGIN G IN ITI AT IV E
What's the most powerful resource in your classroom? Is it the formidable stack of
textbooks, the encyclopedia, the computer? ...I believe [the] most powerful resource is something else entirely. It's something collective -- the diverse imaginations, observations, opinions, hopes and dreams of students. By empowering students, you can engage them further in learning, provide a more democratic learning
experience and, of course, nd the most powerful resource in your classroom: us

“A big complaint a lot
of students have
about what we learn
in class is that it
doesn't seem applicable to the real world.
Adora Svita
Educator and Studen

1) Give Your Students a Voice Through Forums for Student Feedback
2) Give Students Decision-Making Power in an Area of Curriculum
3) Put Yourself in the Sandbox (Jump in to Work with Students)
4) Encourage Meaningful Technology Use in the Classroom
5) Involve Students in "Real" Issues
Ultimately, empowering students is about a realization: teachers and students have
a lot to learn from each other. After all, as the pioneering American librarian John
Cotton Dana once said, "Who dares to teach must never cease to learn." Empowering students helps us all do just that
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Excerpted from “Five Ways to Encourage Students” by Adora Svitak. http://www.edutopia.org/user/83312

SECURITY...(continued)

I N D U S T RY
VERSUS
I N F E R I O R I T Y
(Weeks 14 to19)
In childhood, Erik Erikson
proposed we face a di erent
psychosocial crisis about how we
feel (and value) about ourselves
Essentially, in the elementary years, a child seeks industry or pursues skill and
enriches talent. It’s a season in
life where we try out new interests from picking up the piano
to playing soccer to learning
how to write, multiply, and draw

.
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Similarly, students who have
worked into second semester of
a program are now primed to
pursue industrious opportunities
that tap their passions, their
skills or their values. Learners
might openly seek new studies
or topics of interest. Sometimes
this is due to a sense of boredom
with their current curriculum or,
more often than not, they sim-

Within human development,
the these early explorations of
industry have little peer comparisons. However, in the preteen
years (ages 10-12), peers play an
increasing role in how we view
ourselves and what we do. In
fact, by the time we left elementary school, most of us could
identify the future valedictorian,
homecoming queen and star
quarterback in our class. We
also knew it probably wasn’t us.
Consequently, in these precarious preteen years, we began to
sense inferiority. We weren’t as
good a basketball player as others. We weren’t as good or great
a student. We weren’t as pretty
or handsome as others
Students scrutinize their contributions to the classroom.
Peers play an important role in
identifying personal roles and
possible new avenues of service
In early childhood, we may
know we’re not as good as
another but they don’t bother us. They don’t separate us.
So what if Johnny can spell better than Jimmy or Julia is prettier than Juanita?

Little kids don’t care. But big
ones do
And depending on how students resolve this crisis of self
worth (do I contribute positively?), the consequence usually
manifests itself through cliques.
Various sub-groups will emerge
within any learning community.
Sometimes these cliques can
seem rather juvenile but they do
serve an important role
Several years ago I worked at
a hospital and found it interesting how various sub-groups
emerged during breaks and
lunch hours. The smokers all
went outside to share a cigarette. The health nuts gathered
to swap organic recipes. A bunch
of fantasy sport freaks sat together to talk strategy. A group
of Christians met to share their
faith. As new employees ente r e d , t h e s e g r o u p s e i t h e r
opened to accept like-minded
types or sometimes new groups
naturally emerged.
Industry is the bedrock for our
inner need to feel valued and to
have a voice. By the second half
of the academic year these voices are very clear and our true
learning identity is now emerging. Younger children may not
understand but will misbehave
as a result. Older children can
get it and misbehave intentionally. We all want to nd our
place in the classroom.

 


ply want to explore their interests and fascinations. Consequently, teachers should be sensitive to students spreading their
wings. It doesn’t mean they aim
to y (misbehave) but rather
they’re ready to rise to new
heights and horizons

Empowering Learners to Express their own
Individuality, Voice and Vision

I

n the classroom, students seek validation for what they
uniquely bring to the table. Wise teachers and school administrators continually a rm this process of self-discovery and even allow the
learners to take some risks. Failure may cost, but self-motivated students
are priceless
Allow learners to explore new interests, even roles, within the
school or classroom. Just because they’ve been in a certain role or responsibility for the past several weeks doesn’t mean students want to stay
there. Many grow out of the roles originally assigned to them and seek
fresh opportunities--even with risk--to re-discover and validate themselves
A rm and encourage pursuits and contributions that improve or
move the learning forward. Avoid being overly-critical of failure because, in fact, most failures will naturally correct a student’s perception of
their skill set
Encourage students who have taken risks and failed. Because failure
In the rst half of the second semester,
does expose weakness, some leaners may shut down completely, feeling a
learners must hone individual strengths
complete failure in their work. Of course this isn’t true at all, so support
and harness personal talent.
proven learners who have creatively taken risks to counteract inferiority.

B U ILDIN G CON FIDEN CE
One of the most frustrating situations for any teacher occurs when seemingly capable students won’t nish simple assignments or, even worse, won’t even attempt
assignments that appear to be even slightly challenging...There are many reasons
for the unwaveringly feeble e ort that many students present at the rst sign of a
challenge...Below is a list of strategies that you can use to help your students develop into persistent and con dent learners
• Start a unit of study by activating prior knowledge. Students who can
connect new learning with previous knowledge will be far more likely to persist
in facing learning challenges than those students for whom each concept in the
material is unfamiliar
• When students work in pairs or triads on even part of an assignment,
they tend to do well. Working with a study buddy allows instant support when
students are not sure of an answer or a procedure
• Nothing succeeds like success. Design activities where your students can
shine, and they will want to continue the positive feelings generated by that success. Use di erentiation techniques to reach as many learners as you can
• O er plenty of rubrics, models, samples, and demonstrations so that
students know when they are on the right track
• Have students set reasonable goals and work to achieve them. When
students work to achieve a personal goal, they have a vested interest in working
• When you see students struggling with an assignment, use one of the most powerful questions in your teacher’s toolbox: ask, “How can I help you?”

Work with your students to focus on their strengths. Once
they know what they are doing
right, what individual study
techniques work we for them,
then students wi be able to use
those techniques and strengths
to work quickly and e ciently
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Adapted from “28 Ways to Build Persitent & Con dent Students” by Julie G. Thompson.
http://teaching.monster.com/bene ts/articles/10348-28-ways-to-build-persistent-con dent-students
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Julie G. Thompso
Educator and Traine

SECURITY...(continued)

And yet, like most adolescents, learners don’t resolve
the former crises in an “all
or nothing” fashion. Rather,
they have a blend. Some start
out negative (mistrust, shame)
but nish positive (initiative,
industry). Some stagger and
grow up with trust, shame, initiative and inferiority all rolled
into one. No student (like no
teen) is exactly the same
IDENTITY VERSUS
IDENTIFY CONFUSION
(Weeks 20 and Beyond)
Think about this for a moment and how it a ects a student’s security needs: if a learner
has experienced nothing but negative
resolutions to these stages (mistrust,
shame/doubt, guilt and inferiority),
how wi they feel about learning
and behave by mid-second semester
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Erik Erikson theorized
these former resolutions,
positive, negative or a blend,
now solidify into personal
identity. Negative resolutions
explain everything from insubordinate misbehavior to classroom antics to risky activities
(from cheating to vandalism).
Monsters are made, not born.
Of course, if a student developed along positive resolutions
(trust, autonomy, initiative, industry), it’s also easy to see how

Nevertheless, this developmental perspective does
suggest every learner is on a
personal journey to answer
the eternal question: “Who
am I rea y inside this group
of learners and/or under this
particular teacher?”
For teens, this developmental
process can be quite painful.
Dr. David Elkind notes that
adolescents possess a “patchwork self ” and play to “imaginary audiences.” Essentially,
teens work out their identity
through multiple faces and with
various audiences. They can act
one way at school and another
way at church. They behave responsibly at work but irresponsibly at home. And depending
on the audience (opposite sex,
parents, pastors, teachers, employers) they can act the part to
perfection

Eventually, these multiple
selves and audiences begin to
meld and create a personal identity that answers the “who am
I?” question. The answers vary
but usually by high school graduation, most adolescents can
produce a solution:
“I’m a dancer.”
“I’m a rock guitarist.”
“I’m an academic.”
“I’m a line manager at McDonalds.

Similarly, by the second half of
second semester, students (regardless of physical age) tend to
know where they stand in your
class. They have forged their
identity. Maybe as class clown.
Or teacher’s pet. Or the dunce.
But the identity is forged.
As in adolescence this process
of becoming may be painful for
everyone involved. And just
think, it starts all over again in
the fall with a new class!
Essentially, for students to
remain committed to their
learning, they must move
beyond the task to mission.
They must view their studies
not as a grade but as Purpose.
Their identity isn’t in what they
do, but rather in who they are.
Purpose and Identity releases
loyalty and bonds a person to
learning in the future.

 


such learners could be powerfully productive and popular
classmates and students

Tapping Passion in Students so They Can
Discover Their Ultimate Purpose
positive and productive learning environment is clearly
rooted to Purpose and Passion. Our students’ need to nd
nuggets of relevance within the work to ame their interest, inspire
insights and, ultimately, create purpose. We know what we know because it
de nes who we are

A

Continue to hone strengths and move learners from “generalist”
to “specialist” status. As a child learns math they also discover speci c
arithmetic excites them. It might be geometry or statistics or trigonometry. Even in basic math, students nd certain strategies more enjoyable
Empower students to serve as mentors and tutors. Release them to
be experts in the class and encourage or connect others to them. When a
student senses what they’ve learned is validated through teaching others, it
produces pride and purpose. Tutoring helps struggling students to learn
Encourage students to pursue higher education. Continually inspire
students to dream and envision learning as a lifetime adventure. Most college students rst considered going to college when they were children.
Preteens, in particular, can bene t from teachers who inspire fresh vision
and learning goals.

In the second half of second semester,
learners should be educated and skilled
in a subject. Now its important for them
to nd Passion and Purpose in it.

F IN DIN G Y OU R PA SSI ON
“If you're not prepared to be wrong, you'll never come up with anything
original.

“Our task is to educate their
(our students) whole being
so they can face the future.
We may not see the future,
but they will and our job is
to help them make something of it.
Sir Ken Robinso
Educational Thinke

“The fact is that given the challenges we face, education doesn't need to
be reformed -- it needs to be transformed. The key to this transformation
is not to standardize education, but to personalize it, to build achievement on discovering the individual talents of each child, to put students
in an environment where they want to learn and where they can naturally
discover their true passions.
“We are all born with extraordinary powers of imagination, intelligence,
feeling, intuition, spirituality, and of physical and sensory awareness.
“You cannot predict the outcome of human development. All you can do
is like a farmer create the conditions under which it will begin to ourish.
“I believe our only hope for the future is to adopt a new conception of
human ecology, one in which we start to reconstitute our concept of the
richness in human capacity.
“Curiosity is the engine of achievement.
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Excerpted quotes from The Element: How Finding Your Passion Changes Everything by Sir Ken Robinson ( Penguin Books, 2009)

One day my son Ryan surprised my wife and I with the
revelation that he had discovered what women really want
“Okay, son,” I inquired, “what do
women rea y want?
“Simple,” he replied, “They
want security.
“Security?” I said, pausing to reect and see if mother and sister
agreed (they nodded approvingly). As I mulled over his answer,
I was struck by the maturity of
my son. He was right. Deep
down, every woman hungers for
security. She wants to be physically and emotionally safe. And
men do too
But this sudden wisdom only
scratched my curiosity. How did
my son know this truth? How
could a young boy reveal such a
wonderful insight?
I had to know his thought
process! How did he know this
SHARE HOW YOU’LL NOW
DEVELOP “SECURITY”
(write answer in space below)

Security is a deep emotional need that’s resolved through relationships that foster
trust, autonomy, initiative, industry and identity.

“So tell me, son,” I asked further, “how do you know women
want security?
Not missing a beat, my son
shot back, “It’s easy, dad. Every
time I enter a room full of

women I always hear them yell
for security!”
I can hear you laughing and
that’s good. It’s a funny joke.
However, the truth is there too:
we all need to be safe and secure!

DO IT: IDEAS TO CREATE “SECURITY”
• Create a “No Putdown” Zone or Law that prohibits any type of mean teasing, personal “attack” jokes or o -color humor. Violators face consequences.
• Hold regular “pow wows” to discuss issues within the classroom that allow conversation about policies and procedures. Ensure everyone understands why rules are
in place and consequences for violations.
• Maintain safety alarms (smoke, carbon monoxide) and security utilities (lights, heat,
A/C). Monitor o ces, cafeterias and playgrounds for unsafe situations.
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On this day, I will create a safe and secure
environment that honors the physical,
emotional and spiritual spaces within my
students.

ll

fl

A safe and secure environment is the most basic
of all inner needs to counteract human fears.

• Screen individuals (volunteer and paid) who teach teens and children with a thorough background check. All new instructors must complete appropriate training
prior to entering the classroom.
• Supplement costs so all students can participate in special events/activities.

WHEN THE CORE NEED OF SECURITY IS EXPRESSED THERE IS COMFORT!
“For when we came into Macedonia, we had no rest, but we were harassed at every turn
—con icts on the outside, fears within. But God, who comforts the downcast, comforted
us by the coming of Titus,…” (2 Corinthians 7:5-6)

The game of basketball has
been everything to me. My
place of refuge, place I've always gone where I needed
comfort and peace. It's been
the site of intense pain and the
most intense feelings of joy and
satisfaction. It's a relationship
that has evolved over time,
given me the greatest respect
and love for the game.

fl

(Michael Jordan)

I believe in comfort. If you
don't feel comfortable in
your clothes, it's hard to
think of anything else.
(Donna Karan)
Life is made up, not of great sacrifices
or duties, but of little things, in which
smiles and kindness, and small obligations given habitually, are what preserve the heart and secure comfort.
(Humphry Davy)

DEADLIEST CATCH
You want to talk risk? How about being the captain of a crabbing
boat in Alaska? It’s not called the “deadliest” job for nothing. Every
year many good men lose their lives in the icy Bering Sea in pursuit
of fortune. From 800-pound crab pots to Alaskan winter storms,
every trip to the crab grounds is ripe for failure, disaster and death.
The appeal of this reality show (which spawned countless
knocko s like Alaska Gold and Lobstermen) is the danger. The only
security is there’s no security. Nevertheless, even the most deadliest
job in the world has safety procedures and protective gear.
Every part of the shing operation is inspected for weakness,
wear and water damage. Crab pots are carefully hoisted, dropped,
pulled and opened. Fishermen are dressed in bright orange or yellow water gear and fed high protein and carb meals to o set the
burn of 4000-6,000 calories a day. Boats are loaded with survival
gear and prior to every departure the shermen test their ability and
agility to don the special survival suit. Additional training is also held,
even for the veteran shermen. Essentially, safety is job one.
Of course your classroom might pale in comparison but dangerous risks still threaten to sink you. Consequently, motivation of students starts by ensuring a safe and secure environment. Everything
from snacks and drinks to procedures and policies that reduce/
negate bullying, accidents and crime. Negligence can do more than
bring a lawsuit, it can drown student’s faith, security and safety.
Security is truly job one.

“The most powerful weapon on
earth is the human soul on fire.”
~Ferdinand Foch

"I've learned that
people will forget
what you said,
people will forget
what you did, but
people will never
forget how you made them feel.”
~ Maya Angelou

“We can teach
from our experience, but we
cannot teach experience.”
~Sasha Azevedo

"Don’t try to fix
the students, fix
ourselves first.
The good
teacher makes
the poor student good and ~Marva Collins
the good student superior.”
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SECURITY!
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~Albert Einstein

“I never teach my
pupils. I only attempt to provide
the conditions in
which they can
learn.”

REAL LEARNING MOTIVATES!
The Skin Horse had lived longer in the nursery than any of the others. He
was so old that his brown coat was bald in patches and showed the seams
underneath, and most of the hairs in his tail had been pulled out to string
bead necklaces. He was wise, for he had seen a long succession of mechanical
toys arrive to boast and swagger, and by-and-by break their mainsprings
and pass away, and he knew that they were only toys, and would never
turn into anything else. For nursery magic is very strange and wonderful,
and only those playthings that are old and wise and experienced like the
Skin Horse understand all about it.
"What is REAL?" asked the Rabbit one day, when they were lying side by
side near the nursery fender, before Nana came to tidy the room. "Does it
mean having things that buzz inside you and a stick-out handle?" "Real
isn't how you are made," said the Skin Horse. "It's a thing that happens to
you. When a child loves you for a long, long time, not just to play with, but
REALLY loves you, then you become Real."
"Does it hurt?“ asked the Rabbit. "Sometimes," said the Skin Horse, for he
was always truthful. "When you are Real you don't mind being hurt."
"Does it happen all at once, like being wound up," he asked, "or bit by bit?"
"It doesn't happen all at once," said the Skin Horse. "You become. It takes a
long time. That's why it doesn't happen often to people who break easily, or
have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept.
Generally, by the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off,
and your eyes drop out and you get loose in your joints and very shabby.
But these things don't matter at all, because once you are Real you can't be
ugly, except to people who don't understand."
“Excerpted from The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams (1922)
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LEARN. LOVE. LIVE.

THE GROWLS

by Dr. Rick Chromey
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(C) 2010 Rick Chromey
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Your students hunger for a “no strings
attached” nirvana, where mistakes are
forgiven and surprise is always possible!

RELATIONSHIPS!
Community

The six secret needs to unleash the inner will
and drive positive motivation within students!
FE E D Y OU R S TU D E N T S S O UL FOOD!
GRACE: Avoid using incentives to reward or punish. Motivate without gimmicks or games. Don’t hold grudges, play favorites or discriminate. Surprise your
students with unexpected pleasures, gifts or “extra recess!”

RELATIONSHIP: Spend time with every student. Use their name in
conversation & class. Learn what your students like, prefer, enjoy or want to be. As
much as possible go to their school events, games & performances or homes

OWNERSHIP: Give students age-appropriate work. Allow them to choose
and create activities, groups, rules, policies & procedures (if possible). Empower
and employ students to serve in desired, speci c roles that use their gifts/talents

WORTH: A rm unique characteristics, qualities or gifts within your students. Encourage individual creativity. Use appropriate touch (hand on shoulder)
to reveal appreciation and support. Celebrate individual achievements

LAUGHTER: Employ enjoyable learning activities that create smiles. Tell

Your students desire connection and
conversation with you and their peers.

OWNERSHIP!
Control
Your students want opportunities and
empowerment to positively contribute.

WORTH!
Dignity
Your students love to be personally valued for their unique and special gifts,
personality and style.

LAUGHTER!
Pleasure
Your students just want to have fun! It’s
a deep need to laugh and to express joy.

SAFETY/SECURITY!

humorous stories and encourage students to share them too. Laugh. A lot

Comfort

SECURITY: Seek to ensure every child is safe and secure in the classroom.

Your students long for basic physical
comfort (food, water, temperature) and
emotional stability.

.
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Eliminate bullying, sarcasm, hurtful humor, and derisive comments. Make sure
your classroom is properly lighted, heated/cooled, comfortable and safe. Recognize
a hungry, thirsty, tired or troubled child is a student not ready to learn.

Unauthorized reproduction strictly prohibited. Additional copies
may be purchased through Dr. Rick Chromey. Bulk orders available. www.leadingfromtheedge.net rickchromey@gmail.com
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45-60 MINUTE TRAINING SESSION

MOTIVATE ME!
CHANGE

(C) 2012 Rick Chromey
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4-5 large Snickers bar
2 bags of Snicker’s “minis
5 tennis balls (or similar
Handout (page 69
Pens

er fo
We all hung

Incentives and gimmicks will in uence for a
moment but satisfaction needs lasts a lifetime.

TRAINING SESSION GOALS:
• Prove the weaknesses of incentivebased external motivatio
• Create an appreciation for natural
intrinsic motivatio
• Develop positive and powerful
strategies to motivate learners

OPENER (10 minutes): “Feed the Hunger!”
Greet as many participants prior to the session as possible. Distribute the handouts and start on time
Say: “Today we’re going to study motivation. To get us thinking about the topic, let’s play a
game and consider how we motivate other people.

ACTIVITY: Invite three to ve volunteers to play a game and announce the winners will receive a
nice big candy bar for completion of the task. When you have the volunteers, share that each one will
have one chance to quote the alphabet BACKWARDS from memory with no mistakes, while standing
on one foot juggling a tennis ball. Allow the volunteers 30 seconds to review the alphabet (on workshop
handout) and then test each one. Everyone else will serve as “judges” and whenever a mistake is made,
instruct them to form a “L” on their forehead and say loudly “LOSER!” This will be very uncomfortable
for some participants, but that’s okay. It’s part of this learning experience. Give each recruited volunteer one chance to quote the alphabet. If someone manages (few will!) to quote it without a mistake,
give them a prize (large Snickers).

.
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Form groups, with one of the game “volunteers” in each one, then discuss
• How did it feel to be the one “saying the backwards alphabet?” The judge? Which was a
more di cult task? Why
• How is this experience like (or unlike) how we motivate students to perform we in attendance, assignments and exams
• What did you learn om this experience for the next time you teach

After 3-4 minutes, discuss your conclusions and share ideas
Say: “The truth is we can either gimmick or guilt students to work or we can create an environment that meets real needs...internal hungers we all have! Then shower everyone with
“mini-Snickers!” Say: It’s very important to watch how we motivate people. Certainly the
easiest path may not be the best. External motivation is rooted in behavioral psychology—
originating in the early 20th century—that essentially believed that man was nothing
more than an animal who could be trained like a dog to behave and even learn. The problem is while some of us may bark and bite, in reality we aren’t dogs! Furthermore, educational and sociological research con rms every human being hungers for something deeper. When you’re hungry, you’re stomach “growls.” Dr. Rick Chromey has created a simple
acrostic that I want to teach you to remember whenever you need to motivate another
person. Essentially, Dr. Chromey has identi ed six inner needs that every one of us want
fed and like a stomach wanting food they “growl” for our attention. These “GROWLS”
spell: Grace, Relationships, Ownership, Worth, Laughter & Safety/Security.
Instruct participants to create trios and quads. Then lead them through each “need” with a brief description and explanation (feel free to use personal examples and illustrations).
After each need, instruct the groups to answer these questions (allow 5 minutes for each need)
What is it about this particular need that truly motivates us
• How do the use of “external” incentives (prizes, treats, etc.) actua y short-circuit this
particular need
• What is one strategy you could employ to “feed this need” to motivate students

GRACE: The hunger for unconditional acceptance and love. Grace speaks to our
spiritual need for unconditional love and blessing.
Cultural Example: “Extreme Home Makeover” TV show (receiving a new home that you don’t deserve
Practical Example: Granting a student forgiveness for a poor choice or bad behavior

RELATIONSHIP: The hunger for connection, companionship and community.
If we don’t belong, we will eventually say “so long!” Deep down we all need to have a
friend.
Cultural Example: “Facebook” (“Friending” has minimal barriers, the socialization of web culture
Practical Example: Learning the names of every student in the rst week

OWNERSHIP: The hunger for power. We are all control freaks at heart. Every
person wants to contribute from their gifts and talents. We all want to command our
choices
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Cultural Example: “iPod/iPhone/iPad” (“there’s an app for that!” Personalization of technology
Practical Example: Encouraging students to use special gi s (writing, music) in their projects

WORTH: The hunger for intrinsic value. Every human is di erent and that means
we are each “especially special” and are able to cast creative vision and voice.
Cultural Example: “American Pickers” TV show (recognizing the value in what someone else views as junk
Practical Example: A rming individual learners, based upon their unique ski set

LAUGHTER: The hunger for enjoyment and entertainment. Fun is fundamental
to laugh. He laughs, lasts. We all love to laugh and will sweat for the sweet stu in life.
Cultural Example: “Comedians” (people pay a lot of money to laugh
Practical Example: Smiling at students or displaying pleasantry, as you teach and interact with them

SAFETY/SECURITY: The hunger for physical, emotional and spiritual security.
The most basic needs of all are for food, drink, sleep and air. The body cannot last
longer than a few minutes, a few days or a few weeks without them. We also want to
feel physically safe and emotionally secure
Cultural Example: “Survivor” TV show (many decisions are based upon food and hunger
Practical Example: Making sure a students are comfortable (heat, light) and satiated (food, drink).
Encourage participants to memorize the GROWLS acronym and to continually seek ways to create
classroom environments where student feel “grace” and have rich relational experiences that invite opportunities for them to contribute, have a sense of personal worth, laugh and feel secure and safe

DISCUSSION (5-20 minutes): As a whole group, hold a conversation on the consequences
of using external motivators like incentives (bonus “bucks,” candy, toys, etc.) as motivational methods.
Be aware that you may have some (perhaps even you, as the leader) that disagree with the idea that all
such gimmicks are in poor taste. That’s okay. This is a time to explore various motivational techniques. Be cautious in sharing your view, at rst, and encourage the participants to discuss the consequences (pro and con) for using rewards in your school and/or church.
After an extended time of discussion, say: “It’s very important to properly motivate a person.
The methods we use to win attention, a ection and approval is what we’ll probably need to
employ to keep them coming: only we’ll have to use bigger and better incentives each
time. Frankly, a safe and secure work environment that is fueled by grace, positive relationships, ownership, worth and laughter will be attractive—both for our students and for
you, the teachers who serve them.”
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Thank the participants for their attendance and inform them additional resources, including parenting
and leader versions of “Motivate Me!” are available at www.shop.leadingfromtheedge.net.
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(C) 2010 Dr. Rick Chromey

Blessing

er
We all hung

The six secret needs to unleash desire and
drive positive motivation in a person!

Everyone hungers for a “no strings attached” nirvana, where mistakes are forgiven & surprise is always possible!

RELATIONSHIPS!
Community
Every person desires connection and conversation within the work environment.

OWNERSHIP!
Control

TRA I N I N G N OT E S :

People want opportunities & empowerment to positively contribute their gifts.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U VWXY Z

WORTH!
Dignity
Everyone loves to be personally valued for
their unique and special gifts, personality
and style.

LAUGHTER!
Pleasure
Girls want to have fun (and so do boys)!
It’s a deep need to laugh & to express joy.

SAFETY/SECURITY!
• How do the use of “external” incentives (prizes, treats, etc.) actually
short-circuit each of these inner needs
• What is one strategy you could employ to “feed this need” to motivate
students?

 


?


Reproduction of this handout for internal use only. “Motivate Me” e-books available for leaders, teachers and parents. Additional
resources available, including contact information for Dr. Rick Chromey available at www.rickchromey.com.

Comfort
People long for basic physical comfort
(food, water, temperature) and emotional
and spiritual stability.

"DO NOT FOLLOW WHERE THE PATH MAY LEAD. GO INSTEAD WHERE THERE IS NO PATH AND LEAVE A TRAIL." (H.R. MCALINDON)

Inspiring Tomorrow’s Leaders Today!

Training that Changes Lives!
Creative training.
Relevant training.
Insightful training.
Affordable training.
In the 21st century a new type
of leader is desperately needed. It
doesn’t matter whether you teach,
administrate or counsel, a set of
fresh eyes and skills are invaluable
to morale, loyalty and success. In
fact, the number one reason volunteers quit, teachers struggle and
employees move on is a feeling of
inadequacy and failure. In a nutshell, they hunger for...
Creative training that inspires with excellence. A person’s
time is like money and there’s little

MANNA!

E D U C A T I O N A L

S E R V I C E S
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Quality leadership training since 1984.
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The Original Edu-Trainer!

patience for training that’s boring,
poor or lacking in application.

BOOKING NOW!

Relevant training that
serves with authenticity. Leader- Call me at 208.914.1404
ship and educational skills vary
to schedule your date.
from novice to veteran and effective training will scratch the Also available for personal or pro
fessionneeds/skill-level of both.
al coaching and consulta
tions.
Insightful training that
delivers depth and “aha” moments. When a fresh perspective
the key to a highly-motivated volroots it has the power to deliver
unteers, employees and students.
change. Excellent training makes
the mind pop with insight.
If your organization, school,
business or church seeks innovative,
Affordable training that
inspirational, fun and affordable
doesn’t bust the budget. Often the
leadership training or motivational
rst funding to get the axe tends to
speaking, book Dr. Rick Chromey
be training and conferences, and
today and experience the difference!
while that’s understandable it’s also
Dr. Rick Chrome
299 N. Hullen Plac
Star, Idaho 8366
208.914.140
rickchromey@gmail.com
www.mannasolutions.org

SIGN UP FOR THE “DAILY MANNA”! A Monday through Friday inspirational email
to encourage, insight and charge your day. Features Rick’s “MANNA Insight” podcast, inspirational photography, “On This Day in History” and “First Things First” thought.
www.mannasolutions.org

VISIT RICK’S WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL DIGITAL BOOKS AND
INSPIRATIONAL PRODUCTS: www.mannasolutions.org

Revised in 2016, this popular book helps
leaders understand their unique leadership personality and gives powerful insights and ideas for handling con ict, inuencing change and leading a team.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES BY DR. RICK CHROMEY

The popular digital book “Why Kids Misbehave”
is the go-to source for educators and parents
who seek fresh insights and ideas for classroom
management and discipline.

Warning: This book and its concepts has been known to
cause undue excitement, renewed passion, fervent desire and
unbelievable hunger to motivate students naturally.
Educators who engineer an environment of grace, community,
empowerment, individuality, smiles and security may experience the following side e ects: wild creativity, unwavering
commitment, personal sacri ce, crazy fun and amazing results
Use without caution.

Dr. Rick Chromey is the founder and
president of MANNA! Educational Services International. He’s a cultural historian, leadership imagineer and edu-tainer who lives in Star, ID. He is a best-selling author, professor of ministry and
leadership. Dr. Chromey speaks to thousands of people annually on topics ranging from leadership to cultural analysis to
creative communication.
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